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Holland business profits 
from Hope students 
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by Elizabeth Mclnnis 
A common sight to a s tudent 
walking down 8th St. is the "Wel-
come Back Hope S tuden t s" signs 
that appear every fall in store 
windows. Are Hope s tudents im-
portant to the Holland mer-
chants? 
ONE HOLLAND business that 
serves many students is Burger 
King. The bulk of the s tudent 
business comes between ten and 
twelve p.m. The s tudents help to 
keep volume at summert ime 
levels. 
Brownstone Alley depends 
heavily on student buying. Wood-
mark Record Shop sells 80% of its 
merchandise to Hope students. 
The Staircase caters to the high 
school and college clientele. "We 
buy with the college girl in mind ." 
OWNER JUDY Smith also 
stated that , "The existence of 
Hope college was a deciding factor 
in our opening. Although most 
Saga initiates changes in meal plans 
by Barb Brainard 
"We work for good food and 
nut r i t ion ," Saga's Director Jess 
Newkirk states, "and I have 1600 
bosses out there and 1 take in 
their suggestions as valid com-
plaints." 
BECAUSE OF this at t i tude, 
Newkirk finds himself modifying 
Saga frequently to accommodate 
students. Freshmen were given a 
choice between a 21 or 15 meal 
plan. "I t is mostly f rom the psy-
chological v i e w p o i n t - t h e s tudent 
t doesn' t feel like he's being ripped 
o f f . " 
With the choice of a 15 meal 
plan, a s tudent can break the 
monotony of going through the 
line by taking off to Burger King 
for a meal. Also, the three meal 
plan opt ions have brought more 
off-campus s tudents back on 
campus to take the 10 meal plan. 
THE SOFT ice cream has 
brought many complaints, but 
still more is being served. The dairy 
whip meets health requirements 
and is more convenient. 
Before, with the hard ice 
cream, a great amount of it was 
wasted by having it in the bo t tom 
of the carton. Also, the health 
inspector complained about so 
many students using just one 
scooper. 
SAGA IS ALSO working on 
chocolate ice cream, but the prob-
lem is with volume. Newkirk had 
planned to run chocolate all this 
past week, but on Monday they 
were already short. Along with 
this, s tudents have been treated 
with chocolate milk. 
According to the director, it is 
going to stay a treat. "Chocolate 
milk costs 30% more, and I doubt 
that many kids have it every day 
at h o m e , " he stated. 
SAGA DOES keep track of 
well-liked meals. Lasagne is in first 
place, requiring preparation for 
1,000 portions. Last year the 
favorite was French dip. It seems 
that the top rated meals f rom last 
year are falling behind, as others 
are replacing them. 
The complaint board brought 
the ice cream and also the salad 
buffet . Newkirk looks over all the 
suggestions and tries to do some-
thing to improve the conditions. 
LAST YEAR a complaint was 
put up about the noise level in the 
cafeteria. This is why the new 
carpet was bought. The Village 
Square Ladies sponsored a flea 
market, where all the profi ts went 
to Hope. 
Af ter consulting a s tudent pri-
ority list, this money purchased 
the carpet. "It helps a lot, espe-
cially af ter Pull practices; the 
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girls do their heavy buying before 
they come back to school, they 
pick up things now and then and 
our being the junior shop closest 
to the campus has really helped 
us." 
Highwheeler Bicycle Shop is 
"very grateful for the college 
being there, especially in the fall 
and early spring." Paul VanDrun-
nen, Highwheeler owner, said, 
"People seem to be under the 
impression that we only fix Fujis; 
I'll repair anything. 
"I CAN appreciate college ex-
penses so I hate to rip people off 
on repairs. We try not to, so this 
winter we are going to of fer free 
storage to Hope s tudents who 
have their bikes overhauled. I'd 
say that Hope is definitely a posi-
tive thing for our business." 
Another clothing store. The 
Clothes Lof t , recently moved 
f rom Brownstone Alley to a loca-
tion on 8th St. They sell a large 
proport ion of suits to business-
men, but stock a selection of 
casual clothes with the s tudent in 
mind. 
SKILES' TAVERN does al-
most 90% of its winter months ' 
business with students. Pantsville 
U.S.A. depends on Hope students 
for almost half of its business. 
According to store employee 
Kathy Appledom, "Everything we 
have is for kids practically. I t 's the 
kind of store we are ." 
Ebelink's Florist is another 
Holland business that sees a lot of 
Hope students. Fd Dyk, an 
Fbelink's partner, felt that while 
he could not name an exact per-
centage, "We can tell when college 
is open again, that 's for sure ." He 
thought that the reason so many 
students use Ebelink's is that, 
"College students, when they live 
in dorms, do a lot of walking and 
they are going to go to the nearest 
s tore ." 
COUNTRY House's college 
business has increased this year 
but they cater mainly to the high 
school girl. They do try to gear 
some things to having a college in 
town. 
The general viewpoint of the 
merchants was that on the whole, 
the college does have a significant 
impact on the local economy. The 
^ . wx. mw stores are grateful for the business 
chanting was kept down quite a SAGA MARKS THANriFQ • 3 0 ( 1 a11 seemed to be saying a 
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machine, one of the new additions to Phelps cafeteria this year. Students " 
i t ,  i  t . 
By next week Phelps cafeteria 
will be visited by "Captain Ecol-
ogy." He'll be making his debut 
with programs that cause the stu-
dent to become aware. Some of 
these programs will be for the 
purpose of reducing napkin use, 
eating the heels of bread and 
conserving food. The schedule is 
promoted by Saga Food Service 
and has won national awards. 
To be shown in DWCC 
Art exhibition opens Saturday 
Women's year observed 
by Hope's AWS 
as 
It is National Women's Year 
Now more than ever, we, 
women, have the opportuni ty and 
need to know our social roles and 
their implications upon us in soci-
ety. Are you Betty Crocker or 
Kate Millett? 
Here on Hope's campus, 
A.W.S., the Association of Women 
Students , has taken a great step 
for this year 's activities, a)ong 
with traditional occasions such as 
"bus t -ou t , " already appreciated 
by many, there will be additional 
speakers and films open to all. 
Still, it is t ime to search out 
individual development rather 
than mere social role fulfil lment. 
For women only are bi-weekly 
Tuesday evening dinner speakers 
bringing new ideas to us and 
answering questions we have for 
them. 
The first of these meetings will 
be Tuesday, October 7, in Phelps 
Hall conference room, adjacent to 
the f ron t food line. Bring your 
dinner with you at 5:00 or come 
to the lecture at 5:30. 
/ The lecture and informal dis-
cussion are planned to break up at 
6:30. The guest speaker will be 
Ms. Carla Beech speaking on " the 
Psychology of Women." 
The first exhibition of the 
season in the newly remodeled 
DeWitt Cultural Center Art Gal-
lery of Hope will feature paintings 
by George Bogdanovitch and 
paintings and drawings by Jan 
Bogdanovitch. 
The show will open with a 
reception for the artists in the 
DeWitt Gallery f rom 7:00 p.m. to 
9 :00 p.m. on Saturday, October 
4. The show will run until Octo-
ber 30. 
The artists reside in Granville, 
Ohio, where George serves as 
chairman of the Denison Uni-
versity Art Depar tment . Both re-
ceived their Master of Fine Arts 
degree in painting and drawing 
f rom the University of Iowa 
School of Art in 1964. 
George Bogdanovitch also 
holds a masters degree in art 
history from Oberlin College and 
has studied with the great teacher, 
Hans Hofmann as well as with 
Alan Kaprow. 
George and Jan have both ex-
hibited widely. Jan 's most recent 
shows include the Bluegrass 
Acrylic Painting Annual in Louis-
— - wm ti W -/ '"P 
GEORGE AND JAN BODGANOVITCH 
ville, Kentucky, in which she won 
a prize, and one-woman shows at 
Denison University, Bluefield 
State College, Albion College, and 
Rockford College. 
George Bogdanovitch has 
shown his work recently in the 
"All-Ohio Painting and Sculpture 
Nat ional" at the Dayton Art Insti-
tute, "Invitational Exh ib i t ion" at 
Ohio State University, and has 
had one-man shows at Denison 
University, Western Kentucky 
University, and Rockford College. 
Two Hope Coilefe anchor 
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Radio station switching; a possible pursuitfor all 
by Kenneth Lobb 
Late-night radio station switch-
ing, or the act of picking up as 
many far-away broadcasts as pos-
sible, has long been a hobby for 
electronic buffs, stagnant travel-
ers, geography majors and the 
like. 
BUT IT IS a pursuit every 
music lover, and every college 
student with any desire to learn 
about our country's different 
sub-cultures, should undertake at 
least for one night. 
Barring any interference which 
might be incurred from the metal 
structure and fluorescent lighting 
of the dorms, one will be amazed 
at the distant stations it is possible 
to pull in from any type of 
rad io - from a Marantz 2325 re-
ceiver to a Panasonic transistor. 
BUT THE experience rewards 
the listener with much more than 
finding out about the current hit 
records in Boston, or the t o p local 
news story in Des Moines. 
The listener discovers there is 
much more to the world of radio 
besides WTAS. One's hometown 
area can be reached via radio. One 
can determine a feel for the rest 
of the nation by listening to the 
many types of formats which are 
broadcast. 
CITY-SLICKER radio is avail-
able for urbanites, and colintry-
oriented people will find an 
-abundance of country and 
western stations, with lots of 
others inbetween. 
With little practice one can 
easily tune in the "good stations 
with a knowledge other people 
would be lost doing. 
"WABC INSTANT jackpot 
tkne is 10 after midnight-This is 
Eddie Donavon substituting for 
Jay R e y n o l d s - A n d your place to 
be right now is here, at 77 in New 
York Ci ty-Watch out for those 
rains coming later this morn ing -
Right now we have 54 WABC 
degrees!" 
Does that bring back memo-
ries? For a homesick Hope stu-
dent from the East, one con-
dolence may be in knowing that 
WABC is right where you left it, 
770 on the dial, available for 
listening in Holland, and one of 
the strongest AM stations at that. 
ANOTHER New York station, 
WNBC, located at 6 6 0 on AM, 
also can be counted on for good 
reception. World-famous disk 
jockey "Cousin Brucie" can be 
'heard on his Saturday night show, 
S m m m d l i s i t ' 
Vanguard Shakerism 
^ * * 
This is the first of a series of articles examining a 
sect of Christianity which I believe points the way 
out of the current dilemma of a fallen faith. Where 
western rationalism has perverted the original intent 
of Christianity.' Shakerism returned to the radical 
roots of the faith developed around Christ, 
transforming the communion of spirit into the 
community of service. 
THIS IS the focus of Christianity, to serve the 
world, yet Christianity is guilty of serving it in 
increasingly amoral and immoral means. Service in 
the m o d e m institution of the church is wholly tied 
to the use and manipulation of money. 
Increasingly Caesar's coinage alienates, rather 
than serves, the programs the institutions concoct 
from the people it was to serve. Christianity bears 
the mark of western political systems rather than 
denying such systems, for one based around the 
spirit of Christ. 
TO ESCAPE religious persecution the Shakers 
came to America. Arriving two years before the 
Declaration of Independence, they quickly set 
about their missionary work. The earliest, most 
permanent commune established was in 1787, 
though they l ived,communally in friends* houses 
from their inception. 
Their belief centered around Mother Ann Lee, 
who as the female incarnation of Christ, fulfilled 
Jesus's, the male incarnation of the Christ, predic-
tion of the second coming. 
THEY WERE not the intellectual form of Chris-
tianity which produced the Great Awakening in the 
States. If you could pin them to any theology it 
might best be embodied in one of Mother Ann's 
statements, "Hands to work and Hearts to God." 
The practice of their faith included com-
munalism, pacifism, vegetarianism, and celibacy. 
They believed the Christian must dedicate one's 
total life to God. To best accomplish this lifestyle 
one must be as the Bible said, "in the world and yet 
not of it ," "to be a city on a hill," a guiding beacon 
to a more perfect way of life. 
TO DO this the Christian had to separate oneself 
from the world and the Shakers saw the book of 
Acts as the key to t)ie dilemma, to hold all things in 
common. They hinged this with a rigid authoritarian 
hierarchy of elders and eldresses who guided the 
communities in their day to day lives. 
Communalism provided the ideal means for 
instituting, more than just intellectually, separation 
from the world of temptation. 
BUT THE Shakers did not reject the world. They 
believed that Christians were now to devote full 
time to the work of God. By passive resistance to 
the realm of evil (non-participation) they could turn 
all their energies t o service in the real world. 
Missionary work was not tied to an ideology, 
almost any issue of Church Herald has some form of 
ran tings about satanic communism. It was not 
concerned with conversion of the heathen. 
RATHER IT was the duty of all Shaker Com-
munit ies - to render service, "Each unto his own 
need." By the mid 1 SCO's Shaker industry was so 
efficient that extra material goods were jdways 
doted out to needy visitors. 
The Shakers did not escape persecution in this 
country. Because of their pacifistic beliefs they 
rapidly became unpopular during the Revolutionary 
War. Many were held in concentration camps for 
their refusal to fight. 
IT W A S N T until 1781 that they were released 
after much public disapproval of their incarceration 
by a country which was supposedly fighting for 
individual freedom of civil and religious beliefs and 
practices. The support of course came from edu-
by Rich WIHiams 
cated elements within the newly forming countiy . 
The Shakers returning to their rural communities 
would have to persevere for many years to come 
through other forms of persecution by other religi-
ous groups, local farmers, and constant battles with 
local and state authorities over such ridiculous 
accusations of practice of witchcraft to issues of 
taxation. 
SHAKERISM grew rapidly into the 19th century 
and in the I820's there were 23 villages with over 
6 0 0 0 adherents. 
Much of what popular opinion about the Shakers 
was constituted of , until the last five years, came 
from such men as Charles Dickens. Interests in 
Shaker ritual had increased to such a degree that the 
public had to be banned from the services to restore 
order. ... ,
 J 
DICKENS WAS one of those excluded and in 
fury wrote many unpleasant things about Shaker 
. life. Life magazine continued this portrayal in a 
1950's article which pictured the Shakers as a worn 
out and dying sect of Utopianists, whose experi-
ences were as naivete as their dreams. 
But current historians have viewed this belief as 
not only inappropriate but unfactual. Of all the 
varied communitarian movements in the United 
States the longest lived and most successful on all -
levels, including economic, has been the Shakers. 
IN EXAMINING the entire communitarian 
movement the most successful communes have 
always been religiously oriented. The main reason 
seems to be linked to the adherence factor involved 
in commitment to religious goals. 
When one voluntarily commits oneself to a 
transcendent belief it becomes easier to withstand 
hardships and to use the transcendent belief as fuel 
for work for a higher purpose. With this in mind 
Shaker became a word which connotated abundance 
with quality. 
SHAKERS overcame their persecution through 
their industry. Shaker crafts were of such quality 
that they were continually consulted for their 
opinions on all types of farming and industrial 
problems. 
Shakerism began to decline at the turn ot the 
century. Industrialism outstripped Shaker industry 
by supplying the quantity people wanted rather 
than the quality of craftsmanship. 
TECHNOLOGY became the key to upward 
social mobility and the Shakers were considered 
part of the old way, even though much of techno-
logical innovation was derived from them. 
Celibacy was no longer considered a viable 
vocation. A major source of membership came from 
orphaned children, but by 1920 state and federal 
government finally began to establish rights and care 
facilities for children. 
IN 1 9 3 0 the advent of m o d e m man-made drugs 
replaced the herbal remedies of Whichjthe Shakers 
were the largest suppliers. Membership rapidly 
decreased to today there are only two communities 
with 13 eldresses still living. 
Next week's article will look in some depth at 
Shaker industry and the* service of God with their 
craftsmanship. Shaker craft was known as beauty 
with simplicity and durability. The third article will 
examine Shakerism as 'a vanguard, pointing the way 
back to the whole lifestyle for the Christian. 
Suggested Readings: 
The People Called Shakers, Edward D. Andrews 
/historical) 
The Shaker Adventure, Marguerite Fellows Melcher 
(religious-historical) 
The Communistic Societies of the U.S., Charles 
Nordhoff (sociological) 
and fel low DJ, "Imus in the Morn-
ing" speaks to Holland at 6 a.m. 
until whenever the sun comes up. 
New York Knickerbocker basket-
ball games are also broadcast from 
this station. 
The sun is one of three con-
siderations that must be made 
when station-switching with a 
radio. The solar rays of the day-
time sun interfere and block out 
radio waves, which explains why 
only local stations come in during 
the day. 
WEATHER conditions also 
play an important role in what 
stations can be reached. Storms 
frequently block out, divert or 
distort radio waves which 
normally «re received. 
The topography of the land is 
one other factor. Waves will travel 
further if they don't have moun-
tain ranges or skyscrapers to stop 
them. 
FOR THESE reasons some 
stations will come in more con-
sistently than others. It also ex-
plains why a station will fade in 
and out. 
Holland residents will find that 
stations originating from Tennes-
see seem to cpme in strong night 
after night, probably because we 
are in a certain prime location to 
receive them. Two stations from 
Nashville are outstanding-WSM 
(650) and WLAC (1510) . 
THE FORMAT for both is 
m o d e m country, which means not 
only Tanya Tucker and Way Ion 
Jennings, but also the Eagles, 
Marshall Tucker Band and Charlie 
i. Daniels. 
Over on the FM dial, an excel-
lent station is WAWA, 101.2, 
from Milwaukee. The format 
blends soul with progressive jazz, 
and the disk jockeys talk with a 
very "laid-back" approach. 
MILWAUKEE radio in general 
has many fine stations, but is 
usually overlooked in favor of 
Chicago stations. Milwaukee, 
being a mere 8 0 miles away, is the 
closest major city to Holland be-
sides Grand Rapids and its sta-
tions can be received clearly even 
in the daylight hours. 
Milwaukee sports events are 
broadcast over WTMJ, 620 on 
AM, the Top 40 station for the 
city is WOKY, 9 2 0 on AM. A 
good night will pull in WQFM-FM, 
93.3, a progressive rock station 
whose quality matches only 
WLAV-FM from Grand Rapids. 
A PERSON interested in 
tuning in distant stations will find 
that a good time to listen is after 
midnight, when a lot of minor 
stations sign off and clear the 
airwaves. 
For the novelty of catching call 
letters and the city of origination, 
a good time to listen is on the 
hour when most stations broad-
cast news and station identifica-
tion. 
DURING THE past three 
nights 1 have hauled in such far-
away stations as WBZ, 1030, a 
middle-of-the-road station from 
Boston; WBAP, 820 , a station 
"dedicated in serving our coun-
try's truckers," from Ft. Worth, 
Texas; and CBW, 990 , a jazz 
station from Winnepeg, Manitoba. 
But one should be more con-
cerned with stations usually avail-
able in Holland every night: 
WKRC, 550 , one of the better 
"pop" stations, coming from Cin-
cinnati; CKLW, 800 , broadcasting 
the Canadian Top 40, from 
Windsor, Ontario; KYW, 1060, an 
all-news station out of Philadel-
phia; and on FM, Michigan State's 
progressive rock station, WVIC, 
94 .9 . 
FM STATIONS don't have as 
far a range as their AM counter-
parts, but on nights with good 
reception Flint, Ann Arbor and 
even Detroit are reachable. 
Although Chicago's FM sta-
tions are too weak for listening, 
over on AM the city offers five 
stations besides the standard 
WLS-890 and WCFL-1000, and all 
with varying formats: WJJD, 
1160, country and western; 
WAIT, 820 , middle-of-the-road; 
WBBM, 780 , all news; WMAQ, 
670 , modern country; and WIND, 
560 , Top 40 . 
OF COURSE our own area 
offers many good stations in its 
own right, including WLAV-FM 
( 9 6 . 9 ) and WZZM-FM (95.7) , 
both from Grand Rapids and 
broadpasting contemporary rock; 
WQWQ-FM, 104.5, from Muske-
gon, easy listening; and sometimes 
WHTC-AM, 1450, from Holland, 
who on Saturday night shows 
signs of appeal with contemporary 
soft rock, such as America, Cat 
Stevens and Gordon Lightfoot. 
If your dorm room refuses to 
co-operate because of its metal 
structure, hang out the window or 
sit on-the roof. The air is jammed 
with distant stations just waiting 
for you to listen. 
Fellner of Austria 
to speak Thursday 
Dr. Fritz Fellner, chairman of 
the department of history at the 
University of Salzburg in Austria 
will spend four days in Holland as 
guest of Hope. During that time 
he will address classes in the de-
partments of German, History and 
Political Science. 
UNDER THE auspices of the 
Cultural Affairs Committee, 
Fellner will also deliver a general 
lecture dealing with contemporary 
East-West relations as seen from 
the vantage point o f neutral 
Austria. 
The lecture, scheduled for 4 
p.m. on Thursday, October 9, will 
be given in.Wichers Auditorium, 
Nykerk Hall of Music. There is no 
admission charge and the public is 
invited. 
FELLNER earned his doctor-
ate at the University of Vienna, 
has taught there, was visiting pro-
fessor at the University of Texas 
and at Westem Illinois University 
before his appointment to the 
University of Salzburg. 
As one of the initial faculty 
members of the Institute of Euro-
pean Studies Fellner taught 
European History to American 
students in Vienna from 1954 to 
1971. He has also served as a guest 
lecturer in the Hope College 
Vienna Summer School and in-
cluded a visit to Hope College on 
his previous U.S. lecture tour. 
Fellner's visit to Hope will also 
give him an opportunity to meet 
faculty and students during sev-
eral informal occasions. A buffet 
supper at Marigold Lodge has 
been scheduled for students and 
faculty for 5:30 p.m. on Friday. 
A N Y O N E interested in attend-
ing should sign up by contacting 
one of the sponsoring depart-
ments (German, History, Political 
Science) or by calling Mrs. Scar-
lett at the Intemational Education 
Off ice (2607) . 
Fellner has on several occasions 
assisted individual Hope students 
to enroll at the University of 
Salzburg in a special program 
under his direct supervision. Stu-
dents wishing to explore this op-
portunity for study in Austria 
may call the Intemational Educa-
t ion Office for an appointment to 
meet with Dr. Fellner during his 
visit. 
DEL'S GUITAR 
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Activities Calendar 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3 
Movie: The Sting, Winants, 6 :30 , 9 :00 & 11:30 p.m., 
$1.00 
Concert: Alan Exoo, Pit, 9 to 11 p.m. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4 
Soccer: Calvin, Van Raalte, 1:30 p.m. 
Movie: The Sting, Winants, 6:30, 9 :00 & 11:30 p.m., 
$1.00 
Concert: Alan Exoo, Pit, 9 to 11 p.m. 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 6 
Open House, Zwemer Hall and Gilmore, 9 :30 - 10:30 
p.m. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7 
JY Soccer: Calvin, Van Raalte, 3:30 p.m. 
Open House, Fraternity Complex, 9 :30 - 10:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8 
Open House, A-Phi-0 House, 9 : 3 0 - 10:30 p.m. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9 
Speaker: Eugene McCarthy, Dimnent Chapel, 11 a.m. 
Recital, Wichers, 7 p.m. 
Concert: Kathy Black & Catesby Jones, Pit, 9 :00 & 
10:15 p.m. [ . 
Open House, Knick House and Dykstra, 9 :30 - 10:30 
p.m. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10 
Soccer: Olivet, Van Raalte, 3 :30 p.m. 
Talent Show, Wichers, 7 :30 p.m., $ .25 
• Movie: A Doll's House, Winnants, 7 :00 & 9:30 p.m., 
$1.00 
Concert: Kathy Black and Catesby Jones, Pit, 9, 10:15 
& 11:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11 
Football: Kalamazoo, Riverview, 2 p.m. 
Coffee House: Kathy Black and Catesby Jones, Pit, 9, 
10:15 & 11:30 p.m. 
Dance: "North Atlantic Steel Pier", Holland Armory, 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m., $1.00 
Alternative lifestyle 
IFC Pan He! to have Greek Week 
by Rob Pocock Slarting next Monday, events 
will be taking place that all stu-
For about 20 percent of the dents can attend. It is not meant 
student body at Hope, fraternities to be just a week long experience, 
and sororities play an integral part but rather a taste of one of the 
of their college life. This coming many opportunities available for 
week I.F.C. and PanHel are spon- students to get involved in Hope's 
soring a Greek Week to introduce community. 
their alternative life-style to all MONDAY through Thursday 
students. nights, PanHel and l.F.C. will be 
HOPE'S CAMPUS is the home 
for six social fraternities and five 
social sororities, all of whom have 
no national ties. Two national 
service organizations are also on 
campus including Alpha-Phi-
Omega and Omega-Phi. 
The Inter-Fraternity Council is 
the governing board of the six 
social fraternities. Made up of 
representatives from each frater-
nity, the l.F.C. works to coordi-
nate activities and provide assist-
ance to its members. Likewise, 
PanHel includes a membership of 
representatives from each of the 
five sororities on campus. 
BOTH PANHEL and l.F.C. 
readily admit that the Greek life is 
not for everyone. They are spon-
hosting open houses at various 
places across campus. Each open 
house will be from 9:30 to 10:30 
p.m. to provide a study break for 
interested students. 
Monday night, l.F.C. will be 
holding their first open house in 
the Centurian Fraternity Room 
located in the basement of 
Zwemer Hall. PanHel will simul-
taneously be holding their open 
house at the sorority rooms in the 
basement of Gilmore. 
TUESDAY night the open 
house will be in the fraternity 
complex on 13th Street. This 
complex' i s . the home of four 
social fraternities on campus. The 
open house will be held in the 
four basements of these frater-
soring GreeK Week to provide an nities that evening, 
introduction to this way of life 
and open up the possibilities of 
membership to all students who 
are interested. Greek Week is de-
signed to exemplify this altema-
Wednesday night there will be 
an open house at the A-Phi-0 
house on 13th Street just past 
College Avenue. A-Phi-0 is the 
co-ed national service fraternity 
Will speak Sunday 
Noted lawyer to visit Hope 
by Tim Mulder 
William Stringfellow is not a 
"Johnny Mann-Stand Up and 
Cheer" American. Orthodox in his 
theology and radical in his poli-
tics, Stringfellow describes a 
Babylonian America. 
IN HIS BOOK An Ethic for 
Christians and Other Aliens in a 
Strange Land, he writes, "The 
American vanity as a nation has, 
since the origins of America, been 
Babylonian-boasting, through 
presidents, often through Phari-
sees within the churches, through 
Theater dept. 
folk religion and in other ways, 
that America is Jerusalem. 
"This is neither an innocuous 
nor benign claim; it is the essence 
of the doctrine of the Antichrist." 
IN HIS CAREER as a lawyer, 
Stringfellow has defended Daniel 
Berrigan in the Harrisburg trial. 
Bishop James Pike against heresy 
changes, and currently the Epis-
copal bishops charged with the 
ordination of women into the 
priesthood. 
A graduate of Harvard Law 
School and the London School of 
Economics, he is also a member of 
the bar of the Supreme Court of 
the United States, and those of 
New York and Rhode Island. 
, v | . . . . ALTHOUGH ' Stringfellow's 
h r \ l r l c 2 1 i r i l t i n n Q message may not be comforting, it 
I I K y l V J j C X U k J I L l y J I I D [ s challenging. Hope students will 
have the opportunity to judge this 
Auditions for The Match- social critic for themselves next 
maker, a popular American 
comedy and the second major 
production of the current season, 
has been scheduled for this week-
end. According to the director, 
John Tammi, there are several 
good roles for both men and 
women in the 16 member cast. 
The production will be entered in 
the American College Theater Fes-
tival and will tour to at least two 
out-of-town theaters in early Jan-
uary. One of these is a tum-of-
the-century opera house in Manis-
tee.-
The auditions will take place in 
the main theater today from 3:30 
to 5:30, Saturday from 4:00 to 
7 :00 and Sunday afternoon from 
1:00 to 4:00 . The auditions are 
open to the entire campus com-
munity. Everyone auditioning is 
asked to prepare a short, prefer-
ably humorous reading of their 
choice. For further information 
contact John Tammi in the 
theater department. 
tive life style. Becky Norden, pres- on campus. They are not members 
ident of PanHel, praised Hope's of l.F.C. but are participating in 
Greek system for the "social life, Greek Week to show their way of 
personal interaction, and commu- life to Hope students.-
nity involvement that it can pro- t h e FINAL open house will 
vide,*;•' te Thursday night. l.F.C. will be 
having an open house at the 
Knickerbocker House on Colum-
bia Avenue beside Phelps Hall. 
This same night PanHel will be 
having an open house in the base-
ment of Dykstra. Refreshments 
will be available each night at the 
events sponsored during Greek 
Week. 
The "come as you are" open 
houses are intended to offer 
everyone several different kinds of 
in 
in 
week. He will be taking part 
Sunday's worship service 
Dimnent Chapel at 11 a.m. 
Anyone desiring to have an 
informal lunch and talk with him 
should simply take their tray into study breaks, where they can see 
the Phelps conference room after 
the morning service. 
MONDAY THERE will be a 
public lecture in -Wichers audi-
torium at 7 p.m. On Tuesday he 
will be speaking in Dr. Elder's 
Social/Political Thought class: I 
Lubbers 103 at 11:30 a.m. Then 
at 12:30 p.m. he will address Dr. 
Boulton's Christian Ethics class in 
Lubbers 109. Anyone is welcome 
to attend. 
Copies of An Ethic for Chris-
tians and Others Aliens in a 
Strange Land are available in the 
bookstore. Bring the receipt for 
the book to the Chaplain's office 
foLa $3 .00 rebate. 
what the fratemity and sorority 
rooms are like, as well as discuss 
any questions they might have 
with various members of Greek 
organizations. 
FRIDAY NIGHT there will be 
an all-campus talent show. It will 
be held in Wicher's Auditorium at 
7 :30 p.m. Both PanHel and l.F.C. 
will have members performing and 
many independents have also ex-
pressed a desire to perform. A 
twenty-five cents admission 
charge will be in effect of which 
all proceeds will go to the Jean- ^ 
nette Gustafson scholarship fund. 
Greek Week will end Saturday 
night with an all-campus dance. 
"Atlantic City Steel Pier" will be 
returning to campus to provide 
the music for the evening. "At-
lantic City Steel Pier" has per-
formed at many Hope functions 
and received wide-based praise 
from all of their audiences. 
THE DANCE will be held at 
the Holland Armory behind the 
Post Office. The dance, which 
lasts from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., is 
being held at the armory because 
of the spacious area. Tables can be 
set up for people to sit and talk 
with a large area still left for the 
dance ., floor. Admission is one 
dollar with Hope I.D. N o students 
will be admitted without their 
I.D. unless they are a guest of a 
Hope student. 
The l.F.C. has been very active 
this year. They have been working 
to provide many all-campus activi-
ties, one of which was the Softball 
tournament sponsored in Sep-
tember. Many independents en-
tered this toumament and the 
winner was the team from Kollen 
IB. 
PANHEL AND l.F.C. are also 
beginning the "Jeannette Gustaf-
son Memorial Scholarship Fund." 
In cooperation with the chaplain's 
office, the Greeks will make, this 
money available each May to a 
person graduating in sociology 
showing the most promise in the 
field of social work. ' 
Tom Page, President of I.F.C., 
sees the purpose of l.F.C. and 
PanHel together as "working with, 
not on, the students in a construc-
tive and social way." He hopes 
Greek Week will open many doors 
for students interested in making 
their college life an enjoyable ex-
perience. 
Stratford Festival; a 
relaxing weekend away 
. There will be open auditions 
this week-end for Moonchildren, a 
play by Michael Weller. Auditions 
will be held in the studio theater 
of DeWitt Cultural Center tomor-
row at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 2 
p.m. 
One contemporary piece 
should be prepared for the audi-
tions. If there are any problems or 
questions, contact Richie Hoehler 
at 335-6124. 
Something for Everyone 
GIFTS * POSTERS * CANDLES 
STATIONARY * SCHOOL SUPPUES 
SCRAPBOOKS * PHOTO ALBUMS 
PLAYING CARDS * CHESS 
CHECKERS 
- HALLMARK BOOKS AND PARTY 6 0 0 D S -
LARGEST SELECTION 
OF GREETING CAR0S. . . . . 
ANYWHERE! 
WeCash 
Personal 
Checks STATIONERS 
-THE THOUGHTFULNESS SHOP-
DOWNTOWN HOLLAND 
NEXT TO PENNY'S 
by Mary Claerbout 
From time to time everyone 
needs a weekend away. That can 
mean a visit to a friend at a 
different college, a Lake Michigan 
camping adventure or merely a 
house two blocks away f rom 
campus with a homey atmosphere 
and "cooking like Mom's ." The 
place need no t always be signifi-
cant. 
BUT FOR the 98 Hopeites 
who traveled to Stratford, 
Canada, last weekend (via the 
reliable Flying Dutchman), the 
setting Avas significant. And in the 
end, benefits were more than a 
time and place to unwind and 
relax. 
Last weekend the English de-
partment sponsored the annual 
tour to the Stratford Festival 
where Shakespeare's Twelfth 
Night and Shaw's St. Joan were 
performed by a professional 
acting company. They were pre-
sented in the Festival Theatre, a 
modem adaptation of the Eliza-
bethan stage with balcony, trap-
doors and seven acting levels. The 
audience sat in the amphitheater 
which surrounds, the stage on 
three sides. 
ONE REASON the Festival 
Theater was built in Stratford was 
its being the namesake of Shake-
speare's birthplace. Stratford itself 
is a city with a definite English 
atmosphere and a beauty that is 
enhanced by the serene windings 
of Ontario's Avon River. Its park 
and distinctive gift shops provided 
ample entertainment for the 
Hopeites during their free, time 
between plays. The downtown 
restaurants and motels provided 
those vital necessities of food and 
sleep. 
Of course, the high point of 
the weekend was viewing the per-
formances of Twelfth Night and 
St. Joan. The drama was superb. 
The slapstick humor that o f ten 
appears hidden in Shakespeare's 
works was vividly portrayed by 
the actors in Twelfth Night. 
Hearty laughter erupted f rom the 
audience as the comedy unfolded. 
THE SECOND PLAY, St. 
Joan, reflected a more ^serious 
tone. Yet history seemed never 
more interesting as the players 
reenacted Joan's life with a pro-
foundness of interpretation. The 
acting company did not rely on 
elaborate scenery. Props were 
decorous, yet simple; costumes 
were elegant, yet tasteful. 
As one student explained, "It's 
the only plape to go for Shake-
speare at its best." What is also 
noteworthy, though, is that one 
does not have to be an avid 
Shakespearean fan or a composer 
of sonnets in order to enjoy the 
Stratford Festival The drama's 
quality deepens the viewer's ap-
preciation for the English poet's 
work and often creates a deeper 
interest in it. 
Those going to Stratford 
merely out of curiosity or for a 
weekend away received more than 
they expected. The Stratford trip 
was not only delightfully enter-
taining, but undoubtedly educa-
tion at its most pleasurable. 
If you're interested in attend-
ing, but need further recommen-
dation or motivation, seek out 
one of the other satisfied Festival 
participants. 
Four Hope Coilefe anchor 
October 3,197S 
Objectivity 
ffidtotml 
We think that the anchor is objective. 
The majority of the student body at 
Hope does too, as 89.2% noted that they 
felt that the anchor is objective. 
Evidently some confusion exists as to what is opinion and what is not in toe anchor 
Don't criticize the journalistic policies ot any newspaper unless you know exactly what 
^"permit1 TOuTinform the misinformed. Straight news stories, the major portion of a 
newspaper, conUin facts and show all sides of each issue. They do not conUm inferences 
0 1
 C o l u m n s j i k ^ t h / o n e referred to in Peter Pruim's letter, are the opinion of the author 
of the column. If a column contains an animosity for the administration, it is the 
animosity of the author, not the feeling of the anchor. 
Editorials are editorials. They are not intended to be completely objective; they are 
the subjective opinion of the sUff . The purpose of the anchor should also be made clear. 
It is not intended to be a publicity rag sheet for Hope'college that is sent to all the 
parents friends and alumni of the school. Tom Renner's publications. News from Hope 
College, and the Alumni Magazine, handle that faction of public relations. 
The anchor is intended to provoke thought and stimulate the formation of ideas that 
affect Hope students. It also covers news that affects students. The anchor feels a duty to 
provide articles that affect students not only as students, but also as human beings. 
Perhaps the feeling the anchor is not being objective lingers from past years when the 
paper maybe wasn't always so objective. Those days have passed and this paper believes 
strongly in the credence of responsible journalism. 
Institutions such as Hope are bound to have dead weight just laying around It is the 
duty of the anchor to seek out not only dead weight, but also potential problem areas 
It isn't necessarily the function of the anchor to offer solutions to problems. Solutions 
are the job of the Committee structure. Student Congress, and other groups designed for 
a trite phrase, "We are an advocate of the uuth ." The anchor staff is 
comprised of dedicated people who believe that what they are doing is beneficial to the 
students of Hope. 
Letters 
Seites 'abhorred'by letter 
Ikfuh 
' / J r f T / r , 
r 
asjrt tedtemM 
r ' " ' ;• • ; .• 
What is reality? 
I am abhorred by Mr. Oster's letter 
criticizing the Massachusetts ruling. Our 
forefathers no more had the laws of God 
on their minds when drafting the Constitu-
tion than when buying .slaves for their 
plantations.1 The main reasons for the 
creation of a new system were political and 
economic. Like today, God's laws, were 
purely secondary to a firm political and 
economic order. 
1 am not so much abhorred by what is 
stated in the letter as by the at t i tude in 
which it was writ ten. This "God is on our 
side" a t t i tude has too long blinded us to 
our own corrupt ion. All political and eco-
nomic systems are conceived of man, im-
perfect , and condemned by God. God is no 
more for the Americans than he is for the 
Red Chinese or Russians. 
All systems must face judgment and give 
way to the new order of the Kingdom of 
God. Christ came to earth not to take sides 
but to take over. As Christians we should 
be more concerned about ushering in God ' s 
new order than supporting old and con-
demned systems of man. 
Paul Seites 
Pruim protests 
Eckert, anchor 
I am writing to disagree in particular 
with the article, actually an editorial, by 
Robert Eckert in the September 26th 
anchor, and to protest in general the 
current tendency, of this paper to make 
self-righteous accusatiorfs based on care-
lessly formed conclusions. 
I submit as initial justification for my 
latter protest the following criticism of the 
Eckert article. 
The thesis of the article is that the 
college administration is lying to the 
faculty to a degree that is "downright 
ugly." The evidence put forth is that 
President Van Wylen said in April that 
Hope was not anticipating hiring deans 
from outside the college, but that the 
college did hire deans from outside in 
November. 
I would not object strongly if the article 
had stated that the evidence cited above 
suggested that perhaps the administration's 
words were suspect. But the article charges, 
"Any way you look at it, the fact that one 
thing was said and another done gives rise 
to doubts." 
This charge could be true only if the 
strictly logical "way to lookfat it" is to be 
excluded. For logically speaking one can 
anticipate to do one thing and in the future 
actually do a different thing without the 
action rendering the statement of anticipa-
tion false or deceitful. 
The logic of this rests on what it means 
to anticipate. Hence this remark in the 
article, "The difference between Van 
Wylen's s ta tement and the situation today, 
although contradictory . . ."incorrectly as-
serts the existence of a contradict ion. 
One might object to my very strict 
a t tent ion to the meaning of words used in 
the article as excessive, but the article itself 
closes with this complaint . ' 'The contradic-
tion exists because people don ' t listen to 
what o thers say; consequently people don ' t 
expect to be heard when they speak; 
consequently, words become meaningless. 
And when words become meaningless, 
they'l l promise you anything . . . " 
. . . And the anchor can write anything. 
Things had bet ter improve if the anchor 
expects to maintain a readership among the 
reasonable. 
Peter Pruim 
Robert Eckert's response follows 
The thesis of my column (it wasn't an 
editorial^ was not "that the college ad-
ministration is lying to the faculty to a 
degree that is "downright ug ly . '" The 
thesis was "At Hope you can say whatever 
you want, then do whatever you want, 
whether the two match or not. And you 
don't need to be deceitful, an unobservant 
community makes it possible." 
If I was self-righteously accusing any-
one, it was the Hope community in general 
for not making persons in power account-
able for their statements and actions. You 
also criticize the column for making 
charges rather than suggestions. What does 
the phrase "These facts suggest conclu-
sions" mean to you? 
I don't mind if people disagree with 
what I say, if they respond to what I really 
say. 
Robert Eckert 
continued on page 9, column 3 
WASHINGTON-I have a problem and 
perhaps many other Americans are having 
it as well. I can't tell the TV news shows 
any more from the crime dramas that 
fol low shortly afterwards. 
I'M NOT SURE whether or not I saw 
Patty Hearst on Walter Cronkite or on The 
Streets of San Francisco. Was Sara Jane 
Moore a character in Cannon or did she 
really try to shoot the President of the 
United States? 
Reality and unreality blend into one. 
There doesn't seem to be much difference 
between the Lynette Fromme we see on 
Eyewitness News and the sick hippy we 
watch on Hawaii Five-O. 
WHAT DO THE crazy people do when 
they're not out in the streets aiming guns 
at people?. Do they sit home and watch 
television? Do they fantasize thatS.W.A.T. 
has their house surrounded or that the 
FBFs Efrem Zimbalist is hunting them in a 
helicopter? 
Do they ident ify with the people w h o 
are trying t o kill McCloud or the ones who 
are trying to rape Angie Dickinson in 
Police Woman? 
WHEN DID JOHN Chancellor go off the 
air and Mod Squad go on? There must have 
been a commercial break somewhere. Did 1 
see a bank robbery on the six o 'clock news 
or was it on Barbary Coast? Was it the lady 
in The Rookies who had a .45 in her hand 
or did I watch her on Harry Reasoner? 
Who writes .the news shows; who writes 
the crime dramas? Are they the same 
people? 
HAS PRESIDENT Ford seen too many 
John Wayne movies on TV? 
I know I heard that a woman had her 
.44 taken away f r o m her and in 12 hours 
she was able to purchase a .38. But what 
show did I see it on? Was it the Today 
program or could it have been on Baretta? 
WHERE ARE ALL the future Oswalds 
and the Arthur Bremmers now? Do they 
have color TV or are they watching in 
black and white? 
Was it Petrocelli, Ironside, Perry Mason 
or Patty Hearst's lawyer I saw last night 
saying his client had been brainwashed? 
THEY SHOWED A gun on television 
that could shoot poison darts and kill 
someone in 15 seconds. I think Dan Schorr 
talked about i t - b u t then again it could 
have been on Mission: Impossible. 
Did someone really try to kill Jack 
Anderson or was it a man on Conrack? 1 
wish I could recall. 
THERE WAS A kidnaping on TV. 1 
think it was a boy named Bronfman. They 
caught the kidnapers. Who did? The real 
FBI or was it Harry O? What shows do 
kidnapers watch after they're caught? The 
news programs or the crime dramas? 
Are would-be killers jealous of Charles 
Manson? Do they envy Miss Fromme's TV 
exposure? Do they dream they will be the 
next ones grinning in the kleig lights that 
press against their police escorts? 
OR DO THEY p re tend they ' re shooting 
it out with Charles Bronson on the ABC 
Friday Nigh t Mo vie ? 
If 1 can ' t tell the real events f rom the 
fict ional ones, how can they? Maybe there 
is no such thing as a real event any more. 
Maybe there 's n o f ict ion. Then what is it 
we're watching and wha t is it doing to us? 
AND IF IT'S doing it to us, what is it 
doing to t h e m - t h o s e lonely frustrated 
people sitting in their dingy rooms fondling 
the .22's, .38 's and .45 's and whatever else 
they bought in the store last week? 
The National Rifle Assn. spokesman 
said on Mike Wallace's show that guns 
don ' t kill p feople-people kill people. Or 
did I see that on Kojak? 
For the life of me, I can't remember . 
A p e c n l h j r 
andvor 
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anchor poll 
DO YOU THINK THE ANCHOR REVOKTS NEWS OB-
JECTIVELY? 
YES 89.2% COMMENTS: "This paper is a lot better than 
last year's. Last year they were pretty subjective." "There 
really hasn't been that much news' for the anchor to be 
subjective about." "The anchor is much more objective in 
its reporting than Time or Newsweek." "It's a good paper. 
The staff does a good job and they work hard to put out a 
good objective paper." 
NO 10.8% COMMENTS: "Most of the tipie they are as 
objective as possible; but to say that they report news 
objectively is not a fair statement." "No, but I like your 
bias." "It's always got an anti-administration slant." "The 
editorials aren't very objective." 
^ dl topgj 
r 
•Art Jentz, currently professor of philosophy, was 
elected to the National Who's Who in 1955. He 
served on the Student Council and was a Knick. 
•Lynn Post, currently Head Resident of Kollen 
Hall, was also elected to Who's Who in 1955. He was 
co-captain of the football team and was a member 
of the Fraternal society. 
McCombs exhibits works 
at invitational showing 
*A cheeseburger and French fries cost 35 cents at 
Dutch Mill restaurant downtown. A steak with 
salad, potatoes, a roll and coffee could be obtained 
for 98 cents. 
Bruce McCombs, assistant pro-
fessor of art at Hope, was re-
cently invited to participate in 
the second national Invitational 
Exhibition of Master Drawings by 
Living Amegcan Artists at the 
Albrecht'Art Museum, St. Joseph, 
Mo. , . \ V 
The exhibition, funded by a 
$ 2 0 , 0 0 0 National Endowment for 
the Arts grant, will also be used to 
increase the museum's Amencan 
drawing collection. 
•Dances were strictly forbidden on Campus. Any 
student frequenting an off campus dance could be 
kicked out of school. 
•Money was being solicited for the new men's 
dormitory, yet to be named KoUen Hall. 
PRATER FROLICS: 1955-Swords flash and hearts 
thump as villain and hero-battle for a maiden's hon-
or. 
Mdtor insww 
Other than Cod, death is the greatest moral power 
This following is written by Michael 
Kincheloe. He reviews the book An Ethnic 
for Christians and Other Aliens in a Strange 
Land written by William Stringfellow 
($5.95, 1973, World Books Publisher). 
Although not the first or only event to 
symbolize America's decadence, Hiroshima 
represents most clearly the social purpose 
of America-death. And death, other than 
God, is the greatest moral power in the 
world. 
WILLIAM STRINGFELLOW, defense 
counselor for Daniel Berrigan, social com-
mentator and theologian, has in his latest 
book prosecuted and passed sentence on 
the "principality" of America. 
He has not taken the typical approach 
of political radicals m describing America's 
dilemmas, but has approached the issue 
from an extremely conservative Biblical 
perspective of the Book of Revelations. 
The sentence of America, being a princi-
pality of death, is death itself and there can 
be no appeal of pardon. , 
CHRISTIANS, are to rejoice at this since 
death of America means "a hope eman-
cipated from moral naivete about any 
supposed unique destiny for the nation, a 
hope freed from vain, glorious delusions 
that America is a holy nation." 
The destruction of a principality serving 
death, a principality in the process of 
dehumanizing its citizens is a joy for all 
Christians, Stringfellow is not passing judg-
ment on his own authority, but (in his 
opinion) on the authority of the Bible. 
ALL ACTIONS that serve death as its 
master and not God will be conquered by 
death, the master it serves. America is the 
Babylon of the 20th century. 
America's theology has normally dealt 
with individual's morals, not wi.th 
nationalistic moral positions. Our churches 
are civic organizations with little, if any-
thing, to do with Christianity. Americans, 
the hierarchy included, are "naive" about 
the true nature of the Fall. 
IT WAS not only individuals that have 
fallen, but all of creation. This includes, of 
course, the principalities known as nations. 
These fallen principalities are therefore 
servants to death; they dehumanize us and 
render us unto death instead of offering or 
leading us to life. 
Stringfellow sees the Bible not as only a 
guide to moral action of individuals, but as 
a work dealing with the problem' of 
humans living with other humans in the 
Fall; such is called politics. Salvation is the 
"preemptive political issues." 
"IT [POLITICS 1 bespeaks the reality of 
human lile consummated in society within 
time in this world, now and here, as the 
promise of renewal and fulfillment vouch-
safed for all humans and every na t ion - for 
the whole of Creation-throughout time." 
Along this line of thought he inserts his 
idea that the object of Christians is to live 
not according to "God's will" but to live 
"humanly as we can in the Fall." String-
fellow, here; seems to be doing one of two 
things. He is either playing a linguistical 
game with words or he is deviating from 
typical conservative theology and has inter-
jected modem existential thought. 
HIS TERM of "living humanly" is just as 
abstract as "God's wUl" is. Tl>ere is no 
explanation of what constitutes living 
humanly for a human, just as we are just as 
unsure of what living according to "God's 
will" incorporates. 
The other alternative to this meaning of 
living humanly is a deviation from standard 
theological thought and sounds much like 
Tillich's "power to be" theology. However, 
the problem is Stringfellow never tells the 
reader what is meant by to "live humanly." 
THE REASON for 'America's being a 
servant of death is the demoralization of 
the individual in and outside of govern-
mental structure. Stringfellow attributes 
the Biblical terms "hardening of heart" to 
the loss of "moral discernment" seen in 
American political processes. 
This is not a demoralization just within 
the past ten to fifteen years, but a loss of 
conscience since -the founding fathers 
neglected the , issue of slavery. We Ameri-
cans of today see the nation as a servant of 
death in the recent Indo-Asian conflict, 
racial , tension and economic poverty of 
some in the land of p l e n t y - t h e list is 
endless. 
THERE ARE "demonic tactics" used 
by death to hide itself from .Americans, in 
order that they serve death without their 
knowledge. No sane man would serve 
death. Just three of the tactics he cites are. 
"the denial of truth," "doublespeak and 
overtalk," and "secrecy and boasts 'of 
expertise." 
In the tactic of denial of truth "the 
principality furnishes a story fabricated 
and prefabricated to suit institutional, 
ideological or similar vested interest." 
DOUBLESPEAK and overtalk is easily 
seen when politicians spit out "war is peace" 
or "war brings about peace." Secrecy and 
boast of expertise is another way of saying, 
"We [the leader] know your [the public] 
best interests and consequently certain 
information cannot be released to the 
public; e.g., "this information cannot* be 
released since it relates to our national 
defense." 
Now that Stringfellow has described the 
condition of America and its submission to 
death, he tells us that the only hope for us 
as Americans is passive resistance. 
BEFORE elaborating on passive resis-
tance the question arises: Why has String-
fellow convinced us throughout his book 
that salvation is found in politics, humans 
with human living together, and then re-
turns us back to good old individual 
salvation? 
Granted, passive resistance is a political 
act, yet not to attempt to save the nation, 
a fallen principality, how then can indi-
viduals ever free themselves from such a 
power as death? 
HOPEFULLY, more clearly stated, if all 
of creation is fallen does it not take all of 
creation, including the fallen principalities, 
for total redemption and justice of God's 
creations. 
This means for the Christians, or 1 
suppose aliens since he never refers to the 
other element of humans in his title 
throughout his book, is to live a passive 
resistance to the moral power of death. 
Resistance in the passive form is the only 
way to live humanly. 
EARLIER I questioned what Stringfel-
low means by living humanly. It is still a 
question since below I will show that he 
takes the term passive resistance no farther 
than just mentioning it. 
For any group of Christians (or aliens?) 
to seek justice that would use the means of 
violence to achieve their desired end would 
lead them back to what they had originally 
sought to overthrow-the power of death. 
THERE ARE two typical rebuttals to 
the concept of passive resistance and they 
again come to mind and again the ad-
vocator of passive resistance does not state 
explicitly what he means by passive resis-
tance. 
The first typical rebuttal is what if an 
evil force is attempting to conquer the 
world? In Stringfellow's terms-a principal-
ity of death is attempting to take over all 
other principalities. (This is the mundane, 
over used issue when discussing passive 
resistance.) 
THE MORE important issue or question 
is: What connotates violence? What is being 
passive? In the Berrigen case, breaking and 
entering is not to be considered violent but 
passive resistance. I do not question, but 
admire, the actions of the Berrigans, but do 
question if it was really passive or was it 
violent. 
Along with passive resistance; in fact, 
before passive resistance can take place, 
moral discernment must take place in the 
Christian. In their words, an unhardening 
of the heart must occur. The human must 
again become aware of his living in the Fall 
and a desire to serve God, not death. 
BY MAKING this choice the human 
being will become conscious of evil and 
death in the world and will, hopefully by 
passive means, attempt to remedy the evil 
of the world. 
Obviously, Stringfellow has much on his 
mii\d, perhaps too much, and consequently 
much of his message is lost in complex 
fragmented thought. It would not be at all 
surprising that two readers finish the book 
with two different interpretations of what 
Stringfellow has stated. 
However difficult the book is to read, 
all should read this book-Christian or alien 
that lives in this strange land. 
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1975 Pull: a collage of 
The Pull... 
by Bill Geary 
" T w o on the ' rope . . . inch up, 
inch up, heave! . . . lock in." As 
these words broke the silence of a 
late a f te rnoon, young men with 
muscles flexing, arched their 
backs, snapped their bodies into a 
prone position and yanked a mas-
sive hemp rope between their 
thighs. 
Young girls hunched next to 
them anxiously watching a single 
figure standing above the strained 
length of rope, concentrat ing on 
specific gestures which, timed ac-
curately, could decide the fate of 
this special event. 
Once again, on September 26, 
at 4 : 0 0 on the banks of the Black 
River, the 75th annual Pull began. 
A traditional event for Hope Col-
lege, the Pull has evolved f rom a 
simple tug-of-war between men ol 
the freshman and sophomore clas-
ses into a highly refined sport. 
It is an extremely sophisticated 
effor t utilizing the energy of two, 
twelve-man teams sunk individu-
ally into twenty four inch pits, 
their bodies entwined around the 
ropes to insure maximum resis-
tance against the opposi t ion. 
Stat ioned beside the team 
members sit the morale girls 
whose special tasks involve calling 
signals for the men, serving their 
immediate needs and perhaps 
most important offer ing spiritual 
support during the course of this 
grueling ordeal. 
The initial event, marked this 
year with the usual high intensity 
emotions and raw energy, began 
to take on character fifteen min-
utes after the gun was fired. 
The freshman team, under the 
leadership of junior team captains 
Todd Knecht, Ned Pfeiffer and 
Ross Lamb, sank into their pits 
af ter pulling up rope with a dili-
gence and grace, giving light to a 
possibility that they were wor thy 
enough competi t ion to their pow-
erful sophomore adversaries. 
Their actions soon ebbed into a 
succession of strict, timed posi-
tions as the team repeated the 
movements they had striven to 
perfect during their three weeks 
of practice. Clinging to the rope 
with a strange passion, the team 
listened to the tense yells of 
morale girls and spectators. 
Standing upon a makeshif t 
platform over the rope, Ross 
Lamb planted his teet securely, 
tightened his lips, pressed two 
fingers f rom each hand against his 
chest, listened for the morale girls 
to recite the signal. 
The call complete . Lamb raised 
his head, snapped out two more 
signals with his hands, then threw 
his arms into the air, straight f rom 
the shoulders, doing this espe-
cially hard to emphasize the im-
portance of the move. 
Hearing the command "heave , " 
the team planted their feet against 
the base of the pits and arched 
their backs, pulling the rope close 
to their bodies then falling back 
to the pits in one sweeping mo-
tion. Inch by inch the rope rocked 
in the grasps of the f reshmen, 
emitting a strained, creeking 
sound. 
Todd Knecht meanwhile 
walked among the pits speaking, 
in a brisk conf ident voice, words 
of encouragement and concern, 
praising the team when it ap-
peared they had taken on rope. 
Twenty minutes in to the second 
quarter, anchorman Tom Miller 
admonished the team for not 
holding sufficient rope during the 
lock-in periods. 
He had reason to be worried. 
The team had started to lose rope; 
of what remained as surplus in the 
anchorman 's pit, Miller guarded 
especially close now. The team 
listened intently to Miller's words 
as Knecht walked along the pits 
...love it... 
offering his advice and observa-
tions. 
The mood of the team had 
become caut ion mixed with fear. 
Ross Lamb snapped out the 
signals now with a determined, 
crisp motion, unaware of the 
tactics the o ther side had begun to 
apply. 
Across the river, the sopho-
mores nestled into their pits con-
centrating on the tension of the 
rope. Tough and ambitious, the 
teams experience and success had 
given them an especially sensitive 
tactic. By waiting for a change in 
the rope tension they could esti-
mate at what point the other side 
was most vulnerable to a counter-
thrust. 
Forty-five minutes into the 
third quarter , the sophomores felt 
the rope rise, tighten for a split 
second, then fall soft . Instantly 
they applied the offensive heave, 
snapping their bodies into posi-
tion, pulling the rope away f rom 
the freshmen with such intensity 
the rope hissed into their hands 
within seconds. The trick had 
worked and the sophomores now 
had a definite advantage. 
Shocked and bewildered, the 
freshmen struggled to regain their 
positions. They had been pulled 
off their guard but they had not 
lost their will to fight or their 
optimism. The freshmen strained 
on the rope confident that they 
could maintain their position. 
Suddenly the rope shook with 
a savage fury, the team locked 
their hands around the jerking coil 
as morale girls screamed words ot 
frenzied warning. The end had 
begun. Having been pulled f rom 
the anchorpit at this point, T o m 
Miller t ightened the rope across 
his body and shouted, "We're not 
going to let them do this to us; we 
haven't spent those three weeks 
for noth ing ." 
Yet, as he spoke, the team 
members f rom the back pits had 
left their positions and doubled 
up in a gallant a t tempt to hold 
rope. It was at this point I noticed 
a true fraternal spirit begin to 
emerge among the team members. 
Partners on the rope exchanged 
vows of support and loyalty to 
the endeavor. If they were to lose, 
they would do so only af ter put-
ting an honest fight together. 
Again the rope snapped out of 
their hands. The team huddled 
against the rope all the while the 
morale girls shouted support and 
praise of the teams effor ts . The 
rope snapped into the air pulling 
the men f rom their pits. 
As spectators watched in quiet 
sadness, T o m Miller, in one final 
gesture of defiance, pulled the 
rope toward his body, shif ted 
himself against the strain and 
then, exhausted by the great 
stress, fell in to the pit along with 
his brothers , wreathing into a vio-
lent frensy of anger, despair and 
damaged pride. 
Paramedics rushed to the pit, a 
spectator jumped the fence, run-
ning to Miller's aid. Tears rushed 
to the eyes of those team mem-
bers who had reached their own 
moment of personal agony. As 
team coaches shouted, t4Let go of 
the rope ," the site fell into a 
haunting vision of defeat , the rope 
slithering out of the hands of the 
team and disappearing into the 
Black River. 
The sophomore site had be-
come a site of lavish railing. In 
shouts of t r iumph the last length 
of rope was pulled on to shore and 
a proud team, with two successive 
wins fresh in their memory, 
stormed out of their pits into the 
arms of friends and supporters. 
In contrast to the bit ter sad-
ness which clung to the site of the 
freshman side, the sophomore site 
rang with the sound of euphoric 
victory. The Pull has lasted one 
hour, twenty-seven minutes, 
twenty-nine seconds. 
In exploring the significance of 
the Pull as a highly emot ional 
event which has been criticized by 
people as being, among o ther 
things, an irrelevant, sexist event 
having no fundamenta l purpose 
other than serving tradi t ion, 1 
became thought fu l about the 
addage t h a t , o n e can not truly 
criticize until we understand the 
experience and what it means to 
the members themselves. 
In talking to team members 
throughout the course of the prac-
tice period, the same ideas kept 
running again and again through-
out the course of the interviews. 
For a f reshman team member the 
experience offers an opor tun i ty to 
make friends and experience a 
special kind of closeness with 
these people. 
For the sophomores , the event 
signifies a deepening of the bond 
with your teammates and refining 
your competit ive skills. No team 
member I talked to regretod their 
decision to join the team, even 
those who lost. 
For all the injury and madness 
people have associated with the 
Pull, goes the sen^e of fulf i l lment 
and inspiration one can' t begin to 
understand until one goes " o n the 
rope ." 
Steve Scot t , who held the first 
pit position on the f reshman side, 
told me, " I t was the kind of 
experience you don ' t forget. I 
found it rewarding and want to go 
out next year. I've had the experi-
ence of losing, now I want to feel 
what it 's like to be a winner . " 
by Paul DeWeese 
NOTE; This is dedicated to the 
Pull members and morale girls ot 
both the f reshman and sophomore-
teams. This article represents the 
Pull as 1 saw it last Friday. Part ot 
it conta ins what actually went 
through my mind during my two 
years as a Pull member. 1 do not 
claim that this is unbiased, for 
how could it be otherwise under 
the circumstances? Yet my bias is 
expressed solely as an empathic 
reaction to the team 1 felt closest 
to, and not as built up remorse 
against the opposing team. 
The exci tement was at fever 
pitch as the freshmen and soph-
omores came together last Friday, 
Sept. 26, for the annual Pull. 1 
could feel the wings of butterf l ies 
as they beat my s tomach wall. My 
heart was pounding as if I'd just 
exerted it to its limit. 1 felt once 
again the thrill which is peculiar 
to 36 men once each fall at Hope. 
T H O U G H T S RACED through 
my mind about the odds this year. 
1 had heard all about the size and 
power of the sophomores. From 
the predict ions 1 had heard, one 
could conclude that a puny David 
had challenged an immutable 
Goliath. Truly believing the Pull 
could go ei ther way and yet , fully 
realizing the probability of a soph-
omore victory, I mentally entered 
into the pits with the frosh. 
As the Pull began, my thoughts 
turned away f rom the Goliath on 
the opposi te side of the river and 
concentra ted on the e f fo r t s put 
for th by the freshmen. For a time 
the rope seemed to be f luctuat ing, 
first to one side and then to 
another . 1 could see knuckles turn 
white as fingers gripped the rope 
with all their strength. I could 
hear f requen t gasps of strain as 
every thought and muscle was put 
to the task at hand. 
AS THE struggle progressed, 1 
noticed tha t 1 was no longer a 
bystander . 1 too had become part 
of the f rosh machine. I could feel 
every movement of the fight, for 
it seemed that my body and the 
rope had once again become one. 
As t ime went on, the rope that 
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pictures and impressions 
had b e c o m e part of me began to 
grow smaller. Its dissipation 
seemed impercept ib le at f i rs t , but 
as the minutes wore on , the loss 
became increasingly evident . No 
longer was the rope taken away 
by bits and the o u t c o m e could no 
longer be hid f rom my conscious-
ness. I could feel large segments of 
the rope rip through my hands 
now. 
THE C A L L O U S E S that had 
been produced through long hours 
of practice were torn through as 
fresh muscle was exposed to the 
air. 
As the knowledge that we were 
going to lose surfei ted my mind, I 
felt a surge of anger well up 
within me. 1 found I could no 
longer express myself , words be-
came choked sobs of unexpressed 
quest ions and sadness. 
AS I WATCHED the last of the 
rope disappear, 1 became fully 
aware of the tears running down 
my cheeks. Self-consciously I be-
gan to wipe them away, when I 
realized 1 had a reason for my 
tears. Lor Gol ia th and his river 
had thrice swallowed the rope 
f rom my hands. 
While thinking of the Pull later, 
I was reminded of what I had 
expressed to the s o p h o m o r e girls 
involved in Nykerk last year. I 
told them, "1 am a winner , for 
though I have lost again and again, 
yet I am willing to try again. They 
are the losers, that lose bu t once 
never to strive again ." 
1 W O N D E R E D if what I had 
told them applied to me again this 
year. And I began to grasp the 
meaning of that s t a t emen t once 
again, 1 came to unders tand that 
no mat t e r h o w many t imes one 
fails at anyth ing , if they are 
willing to get ou t of their pit and 
start af resh, they can never really 
say they lost. 
As I look back at my experi-
ences with the Pull, 1 realize the 
valuable gains I have come by 
through it. I feel a bond be tween 
fellow classmates because of it. I 
know the fu l f i l lment had in con-
tending for a similar goal with 
friends. And I've exper ienced the 
warmth as our striving together 
caused our f r iendship to grow i n t o 
beaut i fu l relat ionships. 
I HAVE COME to k n o w that 
the Pull is no t merely for winning. 
While victory is surely the explici t 
objective, one receives benef i t s 
uncon tended for that prove to be 
deeper, longer lasting, and of far 
greater value than merely the op-
posing teams end of the rope. 
To the sophomores , congra tu-
lations for a great team and a 
great victory. T o the f r e shmen , 
congratula t ions for an extensive 
e f for t , a large team spirit and a 
unique ability to learn f rom de-
feat. May you truly be " w i n n e r s " 
as you reflect about last Fr iday 
and strive again nex t year. 
THE S O P H O M O R E S reached 
tor and received much more than 
a victory last Friday. Likewise the 
frosh gained someth ing more valu-
able than that for which they 
fought for. They bo th took part 
in a dynamic exper ience whose 
effects outlast the few weeks it 
took to p roduce it. 
Herein lies t hepurpose of the 
P u l l - m a y victory never be exal ted 
above i t - m a y defeat never signify 
its absence. 
...or leave it? 
The following story is written 
by David VanderWei, director of 
the Student Activities Committee, 
who was asked by the anchor to 
submit his observations of the 
Pull. 
In some ways sit t ing down to 
write this reminds me of the 
experience 1 had a few years back 
when my sister announced she 
was going to be a con tes tan t in 
one of those prel iminary contes ts 
to the Miss Michigan pageant. 
1 WANTED to say someth ing 
positive and encouraging which 
would demons t r a t e my pride in 
her, while deep d o w n 1 knew that 
she wasn' t made of the material of 
which pageant queens are made. If 
I were to say anyth ing at all, it 
almost seemed to come down to a 
choice be tween family loyalty and 
maintaining personal integri ty. 
Writing a few though t s on 
seeing the Pull fo r the tenth t ime 
is similar to tha t exper ience in 
that the Pull is a lmost " f a m i l y " as 
well. Being a part of SAC in its 
sponsorship of the Pull make-s me 
feel that the Pull is someth ing 
special, especially since it 's so 
deeply enmeshed in the t radi t ion 
which has been significant in the 
college's his tory. 
OF ALL those events which we 
call " t r ad i t i ona l , " none has a 
longer heri tage than the Pull, nor 
do many seem as significant in the 
lives of the old a lums who remi-
nisce about their college days. 
* il 
Somehow, however , en-
thusiasm for the Pull is waning on 
the campus these days. Since 
being involved in the sponsorship 
of the Pull over the past three 
years, I've heard an increasing 
number of negative c o m m e n t s re-
garding the value of the event, 
quest ioning whe ther i t 's the kind 
of thing a college like Hope ought 
to sponsor at all. 
WHILE I'M not of a mind to 
call fo r an el iminat ion of the Pull, 
I am concerned as to why a 
t radi t ion which has been a part of 
campus life for over seventy-five 
years is t r ans formed in the eyes of 
the campus f rom that event which 
is eagerly anticipated by all to one 
of ques t ionable wor th , at least for 
some. 
Perhaps it 's my perspective as a 
member of the class of '67, four-
t ime losers in the Pull and 
Nykerk . or my role as an adminis-
t rator , bu t it does become in-
creasingly hard to jus t i fy the kind 
of event that requires nearly sixty 
hours of practice for the privilege 
of si t t ing in a hole in the ground 
clinging to a rope and demands 
the kind of psyching up which 
results in covering the campus 
with paint or soap. 
IT ALMOST seems as though 
we've des t royed the t rad i t ion on 
which the Pull was based and 
which has sustained it t h roughou t 
these years in o u r a t t e m p t s to 
make it bigger and be t te r than the 
year before . The compe t i t i on has 
been developed to the point that 
it calls f o r such intense emot iona l 
involvement on the part of the 
par t ic ipants that it becomes a 
mark of personal success or failure 
rather than an all-campus event in 
which one class tries to pull the 
o ther in to the river. 
To borrow phrases f rom ABC 
sports, in trying to achieve " the 
thrill of v ic tory ," we have also 
discovered " the agony of de f ea t . " 
PERHAPS the worst thing 
tha t ' s happened to the Pull in 
recent history is the coverage we 
received in Sports Illustrated in 
1966, for , since that t ime, it 's 
almost impossible to see the Pull 
as someth ing o ther than a sophis-
ticated batt le of national signifi-
cance. 
1 can ' t help but think that the 
t radi t ion under lying the heritage 
of the Pull was be t te r celebrated 
last Wednesday at the picnic in 
the spon taneous tug-of-war -held 
there than at the batt le which 
took place at the Black River on 
Fr iday. 
THIS ISN'T to say that the 
Pull is w i thou t value. Much can be 
said about the personal experi-
ences of forty men and women 
concen t ra t ing their t ime and ener-
gies over a three week period on a 
single object ive; o r the f r iendships 
which are formed, perhaps f o r 
life, because of the t ime shared 
toge ther ; or the uni ty which can 
develop in classes rallying around 
this event ; or the integration of 
the f reshman class into the main-
stream of college life; or the 
simple fact that it gives the 
campus something to do and 
think a b o u t o ther than books and 
classes. 
None of those seem very realis-
tic, however , when you are watch-
ing the Pull f rom the losing side as 
1 was last week. 
BUT THEN perhaps those of 
us who quest ion the value of the 
Pull as we know it take the event 
too seriously. If those who partici-
pate in the event feel its wor th 
(and there ' s little quest ion as to 
how they feel), need the rest of us 
be highly concerned with the im-
pact of the events on them? 
Maybe we should be satisfied 
in asking ourselves whether the 
event is wor th the 1 5 t each of us 
has invested in it through the 
activities fee. If you can respond 
aff i rmatively to that , perhaps the 
Pull is, a f t e r all, wor th it. 
(P.S. My sister lost.) 
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Soviets fail to dissuade teenagers from 'rock' 
The following article, written 
by Lynne Olson, Is reprinted by 
permission from The Christian 
Science Monitor. 
Despite the clucking of their 
anxious elders, Soviet teen-agers 
show no sign of giving up their 
addiction to the "shake," the 
"monkey" and other modern 
Westem dances. 
BLARING rock music ^hd the 
dance steps that accompany it 
were unofficially introduced into 
the Soviet Union several years 
ago. To the horror of parents and 
officials, the teen-agers quickly 
adopted the dances as their own, 
learning the steps from foreign 
tourists, magazines, and movies. 
This summer, thousands o! 
young people across the country 
jammed into a relatively few 
clubs, cafes, and dancing areas in 
parks to gyrate to the accompani-
ment of bands playing pop music 
over enormous amplifiers. 
N. CHER1PANOVA, a scan-
dalized reporter from the Moscow 
evening newspaper, Vechernaya 
Moskva, says she was offered a 
dancing lesson by Bob, a young 
man in jeans, at one of Moscow's 
most popular park dancing 
grounds. 
"First you must jump on one 
foot, then on the other, lower 
your shoulders and shake with the 
head and hips. It's elementary," 
she said Bob told her. 
"I LOOKED around and saw 
that most people danced just as 
Bob did," Miss Cheripanova 
wrote. "Unfortunately, nothing 
can compete with this 'prehistoric 
technology' on the dance floor." 
"Why do people .give their 
money, which is not a small sum. 
to dance to 'yard music?'" com-
plained F. Yurov in the youth 
newspaper Moscow Konsomolets. 
"Boys have learned to strike four 
chords and then they are already 
given a stage and good salary." 
• ADDRESSING the managers 
of the dancing grounds,'he added, 
"You, who are urged to bring in 
culture, kill in such a way that 
very culture in young souls, I 
think it's time such tasteless ness 
stopped." x 
Not everyone is so critical. N. 
Briman, a Vladivostok resident, 
says he recognizes that, these 
dances fulfill certain needs: they 
get teen-agers off tjie street, pro-
vide a wayxof meeting new people 
and encourage the participation of 
youngsters who might otherwise 
be wallflowers. 
"A FAST dance is played, and 
three girls, one of whom is not 
beautiful and who previously 
would not have gotten an invita-
tion, start to dance without part-
ners ,"he wrote in the newspaper 
Sovietskaya Kultura of a dance at 
a Vladivostok cultural club. . 
"In a minute, they are joined 
by a couple of guys. That girl who 
is not a beauty dances best of all. 
Yes, for many people, modern 
dances may not look as beautiful 
as previous ones, but they are 
kinder because n o one here is the 
odd person." 
SOVIET OFFICIALS have not 
yet given up hope that they can 
still pound their brand of culture 
into the heads of teen-aged 
dancers. 
At the Vladivostok dance, the 
master of ceremonies announced a 
cultural quiz game during a break 
"but nobody listened to the ap-
peal," Mr. Briman said. 
•"THEN THE manager acted 
from a position of force. He an-
c k m f s p ® ® p f e 
Christ's lordship 
by Dr. David Marker 
Many liberal arts colleges were founded by 
Christian men and women interested in educating 
men for the ministry and others of their number to 
teach in their schools. Most of these institutions 
have discovered in the years of this century, 
however, that it has been too difficult to simultane-
ously maintain a commitment to the faith and a 
commitment to the kind of intellectual openness 
and freedom which is essential to sound education. 
IN MY MIND, one of the distinguishing charac-
teristics of Hope College-indeed one of the char-
acteristics that sets it apart from most other colleges 
which had similar beginnings and now have similar 
educational goals- is that we are still attempting tox 
walk the line that goes between a commitment to 
the historic faith on the one side and a commit-
ment to complete intellectual openness and freedom 
on the other. 
Some colleges who had their beginnings much' 
like ours at Hope have long ago ceased to try. They 
have fallen to one side or the other. Some have 
become what, for lack of a better description, one 
might call a Bible school where the principle 
concern is indoctrinating students with a particular 
religious point of view and approaching the teaching 
of every academic discipline from a "Christian point 
of view"-whatever that means. 
MANY OTHERS, while not denying the tenets 
of the Faith, have nonetheless abandoned any 
attempt to integrate faith and learning. These 
colleges have decided that matters of faith should be 
left to individuals and should be of no formal 
concern to the institution. 
Both of these have chosen an easier path than we 
at Hope have chosen to walk. 
THERE ARE A number of different senses in 
which we walk this line at the college and 1 will get 
to a description of some of them in a moment. But 
before doing so, I would like to describe the 
fundamental assumption which guides us. It is that 
we have a commitment to the precept that Jesus 
Christ is the Lord o f all life, both at Hope 
and in the rest of (he world, and from the moment 
of creation to the end of time. And for us who have 
agreed to submit our lives to his Lordship, there are 
certain concomitant obligations that fall upon us. 
First, and foremost, is that we love God with our 
whole being and worships Him both individually in 
our quiet times and collectively in the company of 
other Christians. 
WE BELIEVE THAT all of us-here, faculty and 
students, administrators and staff members, are 
called by God to a sacred vocation: Each of us has a 
special role and place here, and we believe that God 
has called us at this time and at this place to it. The 
implication is that each of us, whether we be a 
student, faculty member, administrator, staff 
person, custodian, secretary or whatever, is called to 
perform as well in this vocation as he or she can 
with the talents that God has given. • 
Having made the personal commitment, then, to 
acknowledge Jesus Christ as the Lord of our life 
with of its implications, what sorts of things do 
we encounter as we attempt to walk the line? The 
first is the matter of "knowing" by faith on the one 
hand and "knowing" by intellectual inquiry on the 
other. 
ANY PERSON WHO has, in the historic sense, 
made a commitment to the Christian faith, takes 
unto himself the assertion that there is one God, 
namely the God of Abraham, of Isaac, of Jacob and 
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and that God visited this 
planet in the person of his Son. Through his death 
and passion, his bodily resurrection and glorious 
ascension, he established for those of us who believe 
a proper relationship with God, 
The historic taith, furthermore, claims that, in 
the words of Jesus himself, "No one comes to the 
Father but by me." Such affirmations are made on 
the basis of faith and rely on the verity of the 
accounts of the prophets, apostles, and the martyrs. 
But the claims that Christianity makes for its 
uniqueness run counter to those of many other 
" religions in the world. 
IT IS CLEARLY not possible for all of them to 
be correct! Our intellectual curiosity prompts us 
immediately to ask about the historic, archaeologi-
cal, and evidence from everyday life upon which the 
claims of Christianity are based. Furthermore, many 
of the accounts of God's action in the history of 
man as recorded in holy scripture, if understood to 
be literally true, run contrary to the understanding 
of present day scientific knowledge. 
As we walk along the line we are confronted 
directly with the question about how we integrate 
what we "know" by faith and what we "know" by 
careful and disciplined intellectual inquiry. 
AS I INDICATED earlier on, we Christians are 
bound to follow the example that our Lord pro-
vided for us by his own life, and we are further 
called to be an example to those around us of what 
it means to submit oneself to the Lordship of 
Clyist. 
On the other side of the line, however, if we look 
back over the past 5000 years and review the 
evolution of man's understanding of God's actions 
in the world and the nature of his Lordship, we find 
that at any one time in the life of any one person, 
that his understanding was certainly limited by his 
own humanity. 
HISTORICAL inquiry shows in retrospect that 
Christian men and women with very good intentions 
have had their minds so clouded that their lives were 
very poor imitations of the life of our Lord. None 
of us human beings, therefore, should be so pre-
sumptuous as to believe that we possess a complete 
and full understanding of the faith or anything else 
for that matter. 
The question, therefore, is how can we make our 
witness as Christian men and women in a way which 
is for us scrupulously honest—a way which allows us 
to confess our faith, but at the same time acknowl-
edges the limitations of our knowledge. 
THE CORE OF the process of teaching and 
learning is found in the business of advancing an 
idea or a theory by one and the critical analysis of it 
by others. It is this dynamic, in fact, which makes 
the business of teaching and learning so "exciting. 
Only one principle that our Lord taught us, 
namely the love of God, supercedes the priority that 
is put on all of us to love one another. As we walk 
the line, we are obligated by our faith to affirm the 
author and by the spirit of scholarship to criticize 
his ideas. 
IN A SPLENDID convocation address several 
weeks ago, Dr. Roger Heyns identified the problem 
of individual freedom as over and against social 
responsibility to be the major problem that this 
generation of students will need to confront. Cer-
tainly the knowledge that you students gain here 
will empower you in the future to practice medicine 
or law, to teach, to be active in business or politics, 
or to enrich the lives of many through the perform-
ing and fine arts. 
The unquenchable curiosity of us men impels us 
to learn as much about ourselves and the world 
about usi as we can and to use that power to effedt a 
variety of ends. On the one side of the line, then, is 
man's curiosity which in the absence of any 
coherent value system is unbridled. On the other 
side of the line, however,' are the moral claims which 
the Christian faith makes on the lives of those of us 
who espouse it. ' " . ^ . 
WE ARE BOUND by these claims to be faithful 
stewards of the resources that God has given us and 
to be concerned for the welfare of those around us. 
- This means that we must be responsible in applying 
principles and practices that we have learned in the 
1
 classroom, laboratory, and studio, especially as they 
affect the lives of others, and not seek simply to 
y satisfy our own ends even though we are relatively 
- free to do so in today's society. 
If you agree with me that this is worth doing, 
then the really difficult challenge that we who 
belong to this community face is found not in 
walking the line, but rather in discovering where the 
line is. 
nounced, 'Unless we have some 
quiz, we will not dance.* At last 
someone answered the question: 
'Who was Tatyana Larina [a char-
acter in Pushkin's poem Evgeny 
Onegin]V " 
The "uncultured" dance steps 
are not the only elements worry-
ing Soviet parents and officials 
about these dances. Excessive 
drinking, fistflghts, and vandalism 
are frequent occurrences at dan-
cing grounds. 
AT THE dance Miss Cheri-
panova attended,, young men 
bought liquor 4 0 feet away and 
brought it to the dancing area. 
In Vladivostok, a police officer 
who supervised the cultural club 
said: "You never know what will 
happen at the end of the evening. 
Occasionally, windows are broken 
and fights occur. Tension is con-
stantly in the air.^ 
THE CRITICS of Westem 
dancing sessions have called for a 
return to soothing, old-fashioned 
ballroom and folk dances. 
Ballroom daneing' lessons 
should be given in high schools 
and colleges to "inculcate good 
manners, teach politeness and be-
havior in society, and facilitate 
moral education," Prof. Rostislav 
Zakharov has written in Fravda 
the Communist Party organ. 
YOUNG COMMUNIST groups 
and cultural clubs hold contests 
featuring the waltz, fox trot, and 
tango. Concerts are given fea-
turing the traditional folk dances 
of all the Soviet republics. 
But a return to the dances of 
the past apparently does not in-
terest Soviet teen-agers. They con-
tinue to listen intently to Westem 
rock tunes on shortwave radio 
broadcasts, tape them, and copy 
the arrangements. 
wftr oo YOO get wnetf you ctoss 
W F*o/M Hope'* PMMAre ce*re< 
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Hope's chapter of music 
educators holds meeting 
The Hope College chapter of 
the Music Educators National 
Conference held its first meeting 
Thursday evening, September 25 
following the music department's 
first student recital for the year. 
Dr. Ritsema, orchestra director, 
gave a short address to the group. 
He spoke about the organiza-
tion of MENC, its value, and the 
type of activities in which MENC 
is involved. Dr. Ritsema holds the 
distinction of presently being 
president of the National School 
Orchestra Association. 
MENC will be holding its next 
meeting on Thursday, October 9, 
following the student recital. Sev-
eral music teachers from local 
schools haye been invited to speak 
on curriculum planning and meth-
ods. Refreshments will be served 
following the meeting. The chap-
ter invites all those interested in 
attending this next meeting. 
Miss Juanita Holleman is the 
sponsor of the chapter this year, 
with Norma O'Brien and Cheryl 
Blodgett as co-presidents. Forrest 
Evans is treasurer, and Debbie 
Herzog is secretary. 
I $33,500,000 | 
| UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS | 
I 
Lv/uy v ouiie ^.ip -Maine rtsictonU please add 9% sales tax I 
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and 
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these 
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975. 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS -
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103 
• I am enclosing $1Z95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling. 
(Check or money Order — no cash, please.) 
If you wish to use your oharge card. 
please till out appropriate bpxes below: /•
 {. — j 
PLEASE RUSH YOUR 
CURRENT LIST OF 
j UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS Expiration Dale 
Month/Year 
Matter Charge 
Inlarbank No. 
Credit i 
Card No I 
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Address 
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Collection of prints to 
be shown in library 
A collection of serigraphs (silk 
screen prints) now on exhibition 
in the mezzanine of Van Zoeren 
Library are the recent works of 
Delbert Michel, associate profes-
sor o f art, and his students of this 
current semester who are taking a 
special topics course in this media. 
SERIGRAPHY, or silk screen 
printing, is a process of creating 
multiple original prints by making 
stencils on the silk, stretched on a 
wooden framework. The stencils 
can be made in an unlimited 
number of ways and creating an 
unlimited number o f visual ef-
fects. 
In recent years, the medium 
has grown in sophistication to 
incorporate photographic proces-
ses. 
THE SERIES o f seven seri-
graphs executed by Michel in. a 
variety of techniques are the re-
sult o f his project during this past 
summer which was funded by a 
Mellon Summer Fellowship for 
faculty development 
During this grant period Michel 
experimented with a variety of 
techniques and worked on his 
series of prints. He also developed 
the special topics course in serigra-
phy which is being offered this 
semester. 
THE STUDENT works in the 
exhibition were all completed 
since the beginning o f the current 
academic year and are also done 
in a number of different methods, 
including simple torn paper sten-
cils, self-adhering film and painted 
stencils. Effects achieved vary 
from precise hard edged geometric 
forms to a soft brushed quality. 
The show is primarily to ac-
quaint the students, faculty and 
community with the artistic possi-
bilities o f the silk screen media 
which is new to the Hope 
art curriculum. The exhibition 
will be on view until the middle of 
October. 
Mutterers 
There are a number of complaints, minor and. 
m^jor, that every student whose been on campus 
more than a month is aware of. 
For example, ever hear the one that says young 
religion professors haven't a chance for tenure 
because there is such a conservative bloc? 
Of course we all know the sciences get preferen-
tial treatment over the other departments. One even 
goes so far, rumor has it, to fear being phased out. 
Then there's all those horrible things people say 
about the theater department, like how it's their 
fault SAC movies are being shown in Winants echo 
chamber. 
- Not to belittle those well-known pressures that 
untenured faculty members are supposedly sub-
jected to to keep their dissenting mouths shut. 
And one faculty member even went so far as to 
call Hope a "mediocre institution." There were 
extenuating circumstances, of course. 
Some of these may be true. Maybe they all are. 
But we'll never know until someone actually says 
by Robert Eckert 
something definite. Faculty mutter complaints to 
their students, students circulate them among them-
selves and administrators says, "Bunk, everything is 
fine." 
Hopefully, everything really is fine. But we'll 
never know as long as people keep on muttering and 
rumoring. 
If someone doesn't say for sure that there is or 
isn't a problem in each of these and other areas 
there will continue to be dissatisfied members of the 
community. 
My first inclination is to say these probably are 
only rumors and as such false. But they've persisted 
for so long, at least for the last four years I've been 
here, that there must be some kernels of truth. 
Whether or not these and other problems exist 
can never be settled until we stop muttering, 
mmoring and saying all's well. It's time someone 
who really knows said something definite one way 
or the other. 
Letters cont 
SAC announces movie, 
Pit entertainment 
Machle questions anchor staff 
The Social Activities Commit-
tee has announced that the 
motion picture, The Sting, will be 
showing three times each > night 
this weekend. Friday and Satur-
day night, October 3 and 4 , the 
movies will be shown in Winants 
Auditorium. The times both 
nights will be 6 :30 p.m., 9 :00 
p.m., and 11:30 p.m. Admission is 
one dollar. 
This weekend the Pit will host 
Alan Exoo on guitar. From the 
Grand Rapids, area, Exoo has re-
ceived high acclaim for his per-
formances. He has played at vari-
ous night spots in Grand Rapids 
including the Intersection. Alan 
will be playing both Friday and 
Saturday night in the Pit from 9 
p.m. to 11 p.m. Admission is free. 
Every Friday this fall I have 
dutifully picked up and read my 
anchor. Every Friday I have felt 
disappointment in its content. 
The editorials and even stories 
convey an intense animosity for 
the administration and its pro-
grams, which I fear could lead to 
polarization and factionalism on 
Hope's campus. 
I'm not saying that I neces-
sarily disagree with the anchor's 
viewpoint, but I question the 
newspaper's right to wittingly 
n 
j 
prejudice its readers. For this 
reason I would like to pose the 
following questions: 
- I s the staff as a whole com-
pletely satisfied that they 
have presented both sides of 
every issue fairly? 
- I s the staff confident that all 
recent criticisms of policies,/ 
groups or individuals are con-
structive rather than destruc-
tive? 
- H a v e anchor features been 
written with sensitivity for 
the human feelings involved 
(Le., the hurt or humiliation 
which such articles may 
— cause)? 
- H a v e stories and editorials 
taken all contributing factors 
to a situation into considera-
tion when printed? 
- D o e s the anchor give credit 
where it is due, or con-
centrate only on the faults of 
an individual, group or pro-
gram? , 
- D o e s the staff feel that cal-
lous treatment of various 
people in anchor features 
could (if it occurred) have 
adverse effects on future in-
terviews due to fear of similar 
treatment? 
If you, as a staff, can answer 
each of the above questions in an 
affirmative manner, then I would 
like to commend you on the job 
you have done so far this year. 
If you feel these are not valid 
criteria for judging responsible 
journalism then I will accept that 
verdict. But if you can not answer 
"yes" to any of these questions, 
and feel that they do have a valid 
position in the anchor's purpose, I 
hope that you will at least con-
sider them with care, and perhaps 
with a view toward change-a view 
toward strengthening our campus 
community with a sense of 
honesty, sensitivity and objec-
tivity. 
Kathi Machle 
Students congratulate 
winning Pull team 
As sophomores , we congratu-
late the class of ' 78 for a job well 
done in the Pull this year. It was 
an excellent example of how 
teamwork and unity are useful 
assets in upholding class spirit. 
However, as spectators, we 
were exposed to a completely 
different side of the Pull, one we 
deeply empathize with: the agony 
and tor ture of defeat , not only 
physical, but also mental. 
If this problem isn't remedied, 
the whole concept of the Pull 
should be re-evaluated. The Pull, 
as it now stands, serves as a means 
MACRAME CLASS 
1:00 'TIL 3:00 P.M., TUES. 
PRESSED FLOWER 
CLASS 
1:00 'TIL 3:00 P.M., THURS, 
7:00'TIL 9:00 P.M., TUES. 
HOOKED RUG CLASS , 
7:00 'TIL 9:00 A.M., MON. 
1:00 'TIL 3:00 P.M., WED. 
0 
PHONE: 392-1175 
for one class to pridefully boast 
that t h e y , w e r e among the win-
ners, and for another class to 
shamefully admit that they belong 
to the defeated. 
That kind of re inforcement is 
ego-building for the victors and 
dehumanizing for the losers. We 
must realize that the purpose of 
the Pull is not directed toward the 
victory in the end, bu t toward the 
class unity that is "(hopefully) de-
veloped' through daily practices 
and d u r i n g ' t h e final confronta-
tion. 
Each class should work for 
themselves and not fo r the image 
they feel compelled to project . 
This same value judgment is one 
that is carried over into almost 
everything done today : the drive 
for recognition rather than self-
satisfaction. 
The freshmen did their best. 
This is not a put-down, just recog-
nizing an existing fact, and fresh-
men should feel neither put down 
nor let down. Everyone's life 
function is to be the best they can 
be, and there is no justification 
for straining to measure up to any 
standards but those you hold for 
yourself. 
If the freshmen did their best, , 
and we think they did, then their 
security should lay in knowing 
that they reached the limits of 
their own potential. That knowl-
edge alone deserves hearty, sincere 
congratulations! 
Melody Washington 
Terese Graham 
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FADED BLUE JEANS FADING~Blue jeans are going out of style this 
year at Hope. More women on campus are wearing dress clothes to class 
these days. Ranging from skirts to dresses to pantsuits, girls have 
forsaken the blue denim look of the 1960's. 
MOCP announces 
upcoming events 
The Ministry of Christ's People 
has announced events that might 
be of interest to Hope students. 
The Michigan Conference on 
Human Relations, sponsored by 
the National Conference of Chris-
tians and Jews, will meet in Battle 
Creek on October 24 and 25. The 
theme will be, "Racial Polariza-
tion; a Challenge for College Stu-
dents, Faculties, and Adminis-
trators." Students interested in 
attending (all expenses paid) 
should contact Tim Mulder (ext. 
2115) before October 10. 
An institute on the role of 
women in the church, particularly 
in reference to the question of 
ordination will be held at Western 
Theological Seminary, October 
27-29. Students interested in par-
ticipating should contact Mulder 
by Friday, October 10. 
It's be kind to feet week. 
Celebrate in Dexter's Guru 
shoe. A whole new way of 
walking for just 
i • . -y -
GALS - $25. 
GUYS - $26. 
-
LOKERS 
8-East 8th Street, Holland, Michigan Phone:392-1749 
TACKS 
The latest in campus wear. 
Uppers are made of a soft, natural tan 
full grain leather. 
The ultimate in foot comfort...! 
Come in and try on a pair. 
MEN'S $28. 
WOMEN'S $27. 
BOOTERY 
Downtown Holland Telephone: 392-2821 
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Hope to install pollution device 
by Margie Johnson 
You probably think that out 
here in God's country you're es-
caping the dangers of air pollu-
tiort. Well, for all of you city kids 
who think you've founrf a rural 
paradise, bad news. The state of 
Michigan thinks that Chicago, the 
windy city, blows its bad breath 
over Lake Michigan in the Holland 
area. 
In order to determine the 
amount of solid particles floating 
over the Holland area, Hope, in 
cooperation with state pollution 
control agencies, will soon install 
a device which measures these 
particulates. The state will fund 
and maintain the device, using it. 
once a week for sampling. 
Hope, Sem. 
given grants , 
. Hope and Western Theological . 
Seminary in 1974 received $4 ,580 
under the General Electric Foun-
dation's Corporate Alumnus Pro-
gram, William A. Orme, Founda-
tion Secretary, announced today. 
The GE Foundation contfibu-
ied $1 ,290 to Hope and $1 ,000 to 
Westem to match a similar 
amount given the institutions by 
General Electric employees. 
The schools were among 810 
colleges and universities that bene-
fited last year from the Corporate 
Alumnus Program. General Elec-
tric employees . contributed 
$712,735 to institutions of higher 
learning through the program, of 
which $534,668 was matched by 
the Foundation. i 
The rest of the time it will be 
available to the college for use in 
chemical analysis and, research. 
Dr. Klein, professor of chemistry, 
remarked that he is especially 
interested in the amount of toxic 
metals from the air which enter 
Lake Michigan. 
This device, which will be lo-
cated on the roof of the Peale 
Science Center, will have a blower 
which will draw air inside. The air 
will then flow through a filter 
which will collect the solids. By 
weighing this filter the Air Pollu-
tion Index, measured in micro-
grams per cubic unit of air, is 
determined. 
The state has a network of 
these samplers, usually located in 
large cities. The idea of expanding 
to include the Holland area occur-
red when satellite pictures showed 
that air pollutants from the Chi-
cago area were being blown this 
way. 
ft 
RECREATION ROOM 
STOP BY AND TRY YOUR LUCK AT 
• PINBALL - FEATURING "THE WIZARD 
•AIR HOCKEY 
* ELECTRONIC GAMES 
• FOOTBALL 
HOURS: MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, 5-10 PM 
SATURDAY, NOON TIL 10 PM 
186 RIVER AVENUE, HOLLAND 
1 • 
I 
moue 
fke houtdoi* hficf 
' . t o 
HIKING BOOT HEADQUARTERS 
HIKER II (MENS) $53.00 
CASCADE III (MENS) $45.50 
GRETCHEN II (W0MENS AND BOYS) $40.99 
CASCADE IV (WDMENS AND BOYS) $43.00 
*HIKING SOCKS *SN0 SEAL *B00T LACES 
HOURS: MONDAY AND FRIDAY, 9 AM-9 PM 
TUES., THURS., SAT., 9 AM-5:30 PM 
184 RIVER AVE. PHONE: 396-5556 
S, 
Telephone 
w w O e O O O u 
Howard Don 
and Alex Show 
CHILE 95c 
BEER $2-64-oz. Pitcher 1 
Tuesday 
CABBAGE CRIK 
The grass is bluer on our 
side of the Crik! 
Wednesday 
Hear the BEST Jazz Talent Around! 
Thursday 
H PRICE on Everything in the Bar! 
NAME YOUR TUNE DANCE CONTEST 
n i E i M n o i 
— 
— 
— 
1870 OTTAWA BEACH ROAD, HOLLAND PHONE: 335-5859 
I 
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Flying Dutchmen to test winning record at Olivet 
by Doug Paine 
The football team departed 
from Wheaton, Illinois, early Sun-
day morning with their third vic-
tory of an undefeated season, a 
30-9 conquest of the Wheaton 
Crusaders. Unlike Hope's previous 
contests, however, this one was a 
great deal closer than the score 
indicates. 
THE GAME was characterized 
b y - t h e contrasting styles of of-
fense, with Hope sticking to a 
. ball-control ground-attack and 
Wheaton filling the air with pas-
ses. 
Kevin Clark emerged as the 
offensive star for the Dutchmen, 
scoring on touchdown runs the 
two times he carried the ball and 
tallying on a long pass play late in 
the fourth quarter. 
WHEATON JUMPED to a 3-0 
lead in the first period on a 
29-yard field goal. Hope retaliated 
a few minutes later with Clark 
scampering 28 yards for a score. 
Bill Blacquiere crossed the 
goal-line midway through the 
second period on a seven-yard run 
and, with two Jim Miller extra 
points, the half concluded with 
Hope on top, 14-3. 
MILLER BOOTED his first 
field goal of t h e " season, a 
27-yarder, early in the third quar-
ter, stretching the lead to 17-3. 
The Crusaders refused to die, 
however, and utilizing their sharp 
passing attack they marched 
downfield for a touchdown, the 
points coming on a 15-yard pass. 
The PAT failed, and as the 
third quarter drew to a close, the 
Dutchmen led 17-9, with the out-
come still in doubt. 
HOPE PUT the game away 
early in the fourth period when 
Clark scored his second touch-
down of the evening on an 
18-yard run. They added their 
final score with a minute and a 
half remaining when Tim Van 
Heest connected with Clark on a 
72-yard pass play. 
Despite allowing 333 total 
yards, the Hope defenders played 
wel l The great bulk of the yard-
age came through the air, where 
the Dutchmen were willing to 
concede the short pass. Because of 
this, Andrews, the Wheaton quar-
terback, completed 28 of 53 pas-
ses for 255 yards. 
WHEN HOPE needed the big 
play, however, the defense was 
equal to the task. On four sepa-
rate occasions the Crusaders were 
stopped inside Hope's ten-yard 
line. 
On the offensive side of the 
ledger, Hope amassed 427 yards 
during the course of the game. Of 
those yards," 313 came on the 
ground, with Kurt Bennett rush-
ing for 116 yards, Blackquiere 89 
and Clark 46. 
AFTER ADDING the hard-
earned Wheaton victory to lop-
sided triumphs over Anderson and 
Concordia, the Dutchmen should 
be prepared for this Saturday's 
encounter with the Olivet Comets. 
Olivet College has won only 
one MIAA football championship 
since 1914. That title, however, 
came last year, when the Comets 
upset Hope 27-10. 
THIS YEAR the teams clash in 
the first week of conference 
action and, despite the fact- that 
the matchup is early in the season, 
the outcome of the contest could 
again determine the league champ-
ion. 
Olivet has a strong nucleus 
back from last year's squad, re-
turning 9 of 11 all-conference 
players. Included in that group is 
last season's conference rushing 
leader, Tim A. Baker, who has 
played sparingly this year due to 
an ankle injury. 
OLIVET IS a big, physical 
team, with every member of their 
interior, offensive line weighing 
over 210 pounds. Coach Ray 
Smith stated of the Comets,"We 
think Olivet has great talent on 
their team. Their running backs 
are capable of going all the way 
any time they carry the ball." 
Olivet has split four games this 
year, narrowly defeating St. 
Joseph's and Monmouth, while 
losing to Lakeland and Hillsdale. 
The Comets have played a more 
difficult schedule than Hope thus 
far, which should prove beneficial 
to them. 
THE DUTCHMEN, however, 
have been able to substitute freely 
with an easier schedule and have 
obtained the added confidence an 
undefeated record brings. 
The importance of this first 
conference game was underscored 
by Coach Smith. • T h e league 
games are the most important part 
of the season. We gear our entire 
season toward league play. We're 
looking forward to our rematch at 
Olivet." 
THE DUTCHMEN have com-
piled some impressive statistics 
going into this Saturday's con-
frontation. They have averaged 
5.7 yards per offensive play this 
season, while holding the opposi-
tion to only 3.1 yards per play. 
In addition, Hope has out-
scored their opponents 108-16 in 
three games. With the aid of 
figures such as these, the Dutch-
men received honorable mention 
in NCAA Division III rankings last 
week-rankings taken before the 
Wheaton game. 
On the strength of the 
Wheaton triumph and with a 
strong performance against Olivet 
this weekend, it is quite con-
ceivable Hope will find itself 
among the top ten in the very 
near future. 
Field hockey starts 
off season at Calvin 
On September 24, the Hope Ohio, Hope faced their first defeat 
field hockey team had their first of the season 4-1. 
victory against Calvin College, de- Even though the team was de-
feating them 2-0. Scoring a goal in feated, Swertfager felt they did 
each half were freshman Sue Geb- their best against a much more 
hart and sophomore Karen Hartje. highly skilled team. Hope was the 
Coach Swertfager was very im- o n ^y t e a m t 0 score against 
pressed with the team not only Wooster al^ weekend, with the 
because of the win but also be- g o a l being accredited to Ann 
cause of their working success-
fully as a team. 
THE SECOND team also 
played Calvin that day but un-
fortunately lost to them by a 
score of 2-0. For a team being 
made up of a lot of newcomers, 
Dimitre. 
HOPE CAME back after this 
loss to beat Lorain Communi ty 
College 2-0, with bo th goals again 
being scored by Ann Dimitre. The 
team's last game was against Uni-
versity of Michigan, losing 1-0. 
they showed great potential and The team dominated the game but 
will be ^ big asset to the team. 
The team then travelled to 
Valley Farms in Brooklyn, Mich., 
for a field hockey weekend 
against other colleges. Fif teen 
teams were there f rom Michigan, 
Ohio, and Canada. The team again 
worked as one even though their 
record for the weekend was 1-2-1. 
THEIR FIRST game was 
against Central Michigan Uni-
versity, tying them 1-1 with a goal 
because of two offside penalties, 
two goals were negated. 
Swertfager added after the 
weekend, 4 tIt was highly succes-
sful in that I saw a high potential 
in the team after playing teams 
much more skilled than them-
selves." T h e team felt it was a 
rewarding experience and is look-
ing to participating again next 
year. 
The team's record is 2-2-1 at 
READY FOR ACTION—This Alma player appears poised for defensive maneuvers in the first JV game of the 
season as the Hope squad tied Alma 2-2. 
Consistency lacking 
Soccer team loses to Albion 
by Sue Berger with two seconds this point in their season. Hope s 
left in the game. In their next first home game is on October 9 
game against Wooster College of against Olivet. 
Broken records, mixed 
scores mark golf season 
by Doug Irons with a good win over Kalamazoo, 
Hope's golf team has had some 404-416, Sept. 24. In this match, 
mixed fortunes on the links re-. Lock was first man with another 
cently. Against Adrian Sept. 19, solid round, a 77. John Gibson 
they hit a devastating high, smash- shot 79, and Captain Switzer had 
ing five school records in that one ^ Peterson and Schrotenboer 
meet, despite wind and rain. 
• CAPTAIN Rick Switzer led the 
assault on the home course, Clear-
brook C.C., with a two-under par 
34 on the first nine (9 hole 
record), finishing at 73, a new 
Hope 18 hole best. 
The team total of 388 de-
molished bpth the old home and 
away standards of 414 and 408, champion, 
respectively. Freshman Dave death," to 
by Bob Post 
In the most frustrating game of 
the season thus far, the Hope 
soccer team lost a close battle to 
the Albion team 2 to 1. 
AFTER WINNING the first 
two games this year, the Hope 
team has suffered three morale 
busting matches in a row. In-
itially, the Dutch lost a physically 
hard fought battle to Western 
Michigan University 1-0. 
Next, the Dutch tied Spring 
Arbor 2-2 in a double overtime 
match. The soccer team was ahead 
and the Dutch hope to win on the
 Were scored by one player. Hope's 
field in their next contest. 
AN OBVIOUS problem in 
these first three games, according 
to Coach VanWieren, has been 
Hope's inconsistency. By "playing 
the other team off of the field" 
sometimes and "being run out of 
their socks" in other instances, 
main advantage over last year is 
their greatly increased depth on 
the forward line and especially 
their outside speed. 
BY HAVING more outside 
speed this year. Coach VanWieren 
decided to switch from having 4 
fullbacks t o ' 3 , thus freeing an-
the Dutch lacked the stability other player to play the essential 
necessary for a good team effort, h^fback position. 
Mark "soccer" Holtz has sur-
prised no one but himself by 
leading the Dutchmen with 5 
goals in 5 games, due to his gutsy 
at the half 2-0, but failed to pull it heading and his quick feet. 
filled out the squad. 
AT THE Ferris Invitational last 
Friday, John Gibson completed 
his rise through the varsity by 
taking medalist honors of the 
team with 82. However, the 
team's place was not available. 
This Tuesday, the Dutchmen 
lost to Alma, 410 to 420. The 
Scots, last year's league meet 
"low-80'd us to 
use Coach Cutshall's 
Wrieden's 7 5 , though only second phrase. Their five men shot 81-82-
man this time, equalled the old 82-82-83 on their home course, 
mark for,. 18 holes (set by CAPTAIN RICK Switzer re-
Switzer), A gained first man status, shooting 
F I N A l ^ Y , the 31 stroke the best for both teams, 79. Ter-
margin nt .victory (388 to 419) ry Lock added an 82, Doug Peter-
over Adrian is another allrtime son had 84, John Gibson an 86 
Dutch b l & The rest of the team and Jon Schrontenboer an 89. 
was froafeterry Lock (78) , Doug The linksmen will be looking 
Petersoft (&') and Jon Schroten- to get back on the winning track 
b o e r ( 8 ( k , today when they carry their 2-2 
How^ttatinued its fine pity won-lost record to Olivet. 
# v 
out. 
WITH A cumulative 2-2-1 
record, the soccer team will once 
again attempt to display their 
skills and overcome the perennial 
powerhouse Calvin tomorrow at 
1:30 at Van Raalte field. 
Hope beat the Albion team on 
paper as they overshot the Britons 
24 to 4 in the first half. But 
HOLTZ IS not the only player 
to score goals. Goals are coming in 
by Freshmen Kirt "babyface" 
Beerboom, Juan "passit" 
Ramirez, Renze "nosebleed" 
Hoeksema, sophomore Yuji 
"tumbler" Takarada, and seniors 
Glenn "peachfuzz" Swier and 
Russ "winger" TenPas. 
This is quite a change from last 
winning on paper doesn't count year when the majority of goals 
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Coach VanWieren has also im-
plemented several new throw in 
plays, and corner kick manuevers 
to complete the Dutchmen offen-
sive strategies. 
IN THE first contest of their 
season, the Jayvee team tied the 
Alma team 2-2. Goals were scored 
by Glenn Friesatz and Mark 
McCullough. Alma's JV team is 
their first ever. They will join the 
MIAA League next year. Olivet 
also joined the MIAA this year. 
According to Coach Van-
Wieren, the team has enjoyed the 
increased enthusiasm and suport 
of the student body which follows 
the national trend the soccer is 
enjoying with a "23% increase in 
soccer attendance in 1974." Soc-
cer is now ranked third at Hope in 
attendance. 
Coach VanWieren continued 
that he felt that the team was 
experiencing a great degree of 
harmony and cooperation. By 
playing together and getting along 
with one another, VanWieren feels 
that team members will experi-
ence a season that is filled with 
more than just athletic competi-
tion. 
